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Abstract 
Hong Kong housing market is unique as almost half of population dwells in 
public housings, both public rental and sale flats. Hong Kong government has been 
putting great effort in promoting home ownership to lessen its burden on providing 
heavy subsidy to the general public on housings. Encouraging people to become 
homeowners is believed to bring social benefits to community because homeowners 
are more likely to invest more in their neighborhood and participate in social and 
political issues. 
This paper focuses on the investigation of determinants on tenure choice in Hong 
Kong housing market. It is done with the aim of helping the community to promote 
home ownership more extensively. Moreover, this research looks into the effect of 
public housing subsidy and sees if it exerts any distortion on tenure choice decisions 
and location of residential and work place of households. Do the public tenants 
behave differently from the private tenants? In addition, effect of tenure choice 
decisions brought about by migration of people is also discussed. This is to test if 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background of Present Study 
A great number of economists have devoted much attention and effort to study 
the interdependence of decisions on housing demand and tenure choice, with many 
estimation models described in their papers. Every household differs in its structure, 
socio-economic background and household formation and these differences directly or 
indirectly affect the household's preference for owning or renting. Therefore, a variety 
of determinants on tenure choice are explored in the literature. Besides, the 
relationship between housing tenure choice and residential mobility is also widely 
investigated and shown to be inter-related and vital to local social stability and 
economic growth. 
Hong Kong is well-known as a laissez-faire market economy. However, its 
government has intervened extensively in the housing sector through provision of 
public housing, restrictions on residential lands and rent control. Housing policy is 
enacted through housing subsidies and the taxation system, and has undoubtedly had 
significant impacts on households' tenure decisions. Approval for public housing is 
based on criteria such as low income levels, number of children and elderly people, 
and family head's age among others. The Hong Kong housing market is unique in that 
almost half of the population (47% in 2001) lives in various forms of public housing 
which are heavily subsidized by the government and not efficiently mean tested. In 
addition, Hong Kong does not have local public finance and public tenants are 
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assigned by the governmental housing agencies to accommodate in certain estate. 
These make the tenure choice decisions in Hong Kong extremely different from other 
European countries, for which an average of about 18% of the population lives in 
public housings. The programme has resulted in enormously distorted consumption 
patterns for large sections of the population. This phenomenon has been overlooked 
by previous studies. Wong (1998) noted that the household income of public and 
private tenants are almost identical and many public tenants are in fact better-off than 
their private counterparts. 
In order to lessen the burden on providing enormous housing subsidies to 
low-income households and alleviate the housing pressure, the Hong Kong 
government has been promoting home ownership among local residents. Besides, the 
social demographic trends are changing and Hong Kong, just like Singapore, is now 
facing the problem of an aging population. It is expected that the elderly population 
will be 20% by 2016 compared to around 14% at present. In addition, with the general 
improvement of living standards, people are demanding higher quality housing and 
more modem designs of their housing. Home ownership attainment is believed to 
generate social benefits and help achieve local social stability and economic growth 
relative to renting. Understanding the determinants of home ownership is therefore 
vital because it may be useful for policy formulation which encourages higher levels 
of ownership through various subsidy schemes such as financial assistance and 
discounted prices to tenants and applicants and thus reduces rental dependency of the 
population. 
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1,2 Purpose of the Study 
The main focus of this paper is the investigation of determinants of home 
ownership in the Hong Kong housing market. The multinomial logit model is 
employed to do the statistical work. In addition, this paper examines the effects of the 
tenure choice in Hong Kong upon mobility. Many previous researchers studied the 
relationship between tenure choice and expected mobility. Although the Hong Kong 
Population Census does not have information on expected mobility, it does contains 
information on the migration pattern - whether the household has moved within the 
few years prior to the Census (i.e. 1997-2001)，and whether people are local residents 
or immigrants. With the use of the information showing past migration pattern, the 
present study would like to look into the tenure choice of recent movers (from 
1997-2001) and analyze the effect of mobility on tenure choice. This helps to 
understand the likelihood of movers buying homes. Is it true that movers in Hong 
Kong are less likely to own than non-movers? Investigation regarding this issue 
would be carried out in this thesis to figure out if tenure choice decisions of 
households in Hong Kong have the same behaviour found in previous studies carried 
out in other countries. 
Homeownership is believed to be important in fueling economic growth and 
should be considered as one of the goals for a territory or country. It can enhance 
higher-quality residential environment and civil participation and stable neighborhood. 
This research is thus carried out with the hope to help policy makers and housing 
experts to formulate policies targeted at increasing the homeownership rate in Hong 
Kong. 
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
This paper is divided into eight chapters. Literature reviews on benefits of home 
ownership and on tenure choice is discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 looks at both the 
public and private housing markets in Hong Kong to give readers a more detailed 
picture of these unique housing markets. Chapter 4 provides a description of the data 
used whereas chapter 5 illustrates the tenure choice model. In Chapter 6, empirical 
results are shown and the determinants on tenure choice decisions are discussed. 
Chapter 7 illustrates some limitations of this study and Chapter 8 concludes the paper 
with some major findings. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Review of Literatures on Benefits of Homeownership 
How might home ownership affect cognitive behavioral outcomes of children? 
Home owning is worth promoting with the belief that substantial positive effects of 
home ownership is found on the home environment. Relative to renters, owners 
generally take greater responsibility for their families, communities and country and 
provide a better home environment for their children as they pay more attention to 
hygiene conditions, structural hazards and home maintenance. Green and White (1997) 
mention that homeowners leam interpersonal skills by hiring professionals such as 
roofers and plumbers to provide better services, and they leam to manage their home 
environments and take better care of their children. Moreover, they believe that 
homeowners leam financial skills through meeting the cost of unexpected home 
repairs and also leam basic maintenance when performing minor repair jobs 
themselves, and these cumulative experiences of maintaining a house may help 
homeowners to become better managers. Galster (1983) as well as Mayer (1981) find 
that homeowners' expenditures on home maintenance and repairs exceed that of 
renters. Shilling, Sirmans and Dombrow (1991) show that owned property depreciates 
0.6% less per year than renter occupied properties. 
Menaghan and Parcel (1990) and Rogers, Parcel and Menaghan (1991) 
demonstrate that home environments are associated with a child's cognitive and social 
outcomes. They think that homeowners have more incentive than renters to monitor 
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their own children and their neighbors' children and prevent them from engaging in 
behavior which would reduce the attractiveness of the neighborhood and threaten their 
housing values, and greater emotional support from parents should also lead to better 
cognitive outcomes and fewer behavioral problems. Besides, Balfor and Smith (1996) 
find that those households who became owners enjoyed an increase in self-esteem. In 
addition, Rossi and Weber (1996) reveal that homeownership increases households 
members' life satisfaction and happiness and Elton and Packer (1986) and Chan, 
Evans, Saltzman and Wells (2002) find that better housing quality was significant in 
reducing the residents' level of distress. Increased parental self-esteem should result 
in greater emotional support for the owners' children as suggested by Basolo (1997). 
Furthermore, Haurin D.R., Haurin R.J. and Parcel (2002) point out that owning a 
home compared with renting leads to a 13 to 23% higher quality home environment, 
greater cognitive skills for the members, and a reduction of child behavior problems 
as children are exposed to a more stable school environment. They mention that the 
longer a parent owns a home, the greater is their children's cognition and the lower 
are behaviour problems. Aaronson (2000) also suggests that homeownership creates 
positive impact on the high school graduation rate of 19-year-old youths. 
Green and White (1997) investigate the effect of parental homeownership on the 
likelihood of dropping out of school or becoming pregnant of 17-year-old teenagers. 
Parental homeownership reduces the probability of homeowners' children dropping 
out or giving birth themselves as teenagers. Boehm and Schlottmann (1999) find that 
the children of homeowners are more likely to be better educated and have higher 
chance to be homeowners 10 years after leaving the parental home. Hanushek, Kain 
and Rivkin (1999) find that increase in a child's cognitive performance also resulted 
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from increases of a household's temporal stability. In addition, Glaeser and Sacerdote 
(1999) find that increased homeownership rates in a metropolitan area reduced some 
types of crime. 
In addition, homeowners have a large financial involvement in their community as 
much of their wealth is tied up in their residence and therefore they may be more 
involved in participating in the growth of neighborhood and school capital. Home 
ownership is relevant for building social capital because geographical stability of 
homeowners is higher than that of renters (Lee, Oropesa and Kanan (1994) and Rohe 
and Steward (1996)). DiPasquale and Glaeser (1999) find that homeowners have a 
greater incentive than renters to invest more in developing positive relationships with 
neighbors and their community because community quality is capitalized into the 
value of their homes. Homeowners capture the capital gains accruing from this 
investment while renters do not. Home ownership also creates barriers to mobility due 
to high transaction costs associated with home ownership. Increased length of tenure 
in a community should also create greater social capital and improve neighborhood 
amenities since homeowners will enjoy the community benefits over a longer time 
period. Prior empirical studies have revealed that a homeowner's probability of 
participating in local organizations and local political activities (e.g. crime prevention) 
is greater than a renter (Rossi and Weber (1996) and DiPasquale and Glaeser (1999)). 
The longer one lives in a community, the stronger the incentives are to invest in that 
community. The increase in investment should improve child outcomes. 
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2.2 Review of Literatures on Tenure Choice 
Understanding the determinants of tenure choice is vital to the design of better 
public housing programmes which would be more beneficial to the public. Many 
studies have been carried out to find the determinants of tenure choice and housing 
demand. Many researches agree that demographic factors like age, race, educational 
attainment, household composition, as well as household income, credit constraints, 
labor market conditions and housing prices are important determinants of 
homeownership rates (Boijas (2002)). 
Income, family size, race and age of head are found to be primary determinants of 
homeownership in the study of Li (1977). Goodman (1988) states that major effects of 
price and income are found in the tenure choice equation, and socio-demographic 
variables like age have complex effects that may be lost in simpler forms of 
estimation. Horioka (1988) empirically shows that income and age variables are 
positive and highly significant in homeownership whereas Daniere (1992) indicates 
that family size, education, income, and mobility are among the most powerful 
determinants of tenure choice. Besides, Bourassa (1995) finds that the user cost of 
owner-occupied housing and transitory income have significant impact on the 
marginal probability of ownership. Widows have a higher marginal probability of 
ownership than never married, divorced or separated persons. Arimah (1997) shows 
that income, the investment motive for homeownership, number of children, gender of 
household head, stage in family life cycle, length of stay in the city and access to land 
on the basis of ethnic qualification are the key determinants. Higher ages, incomes 
and education levels, being married, having larger households all increase 
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homeownership probabilities according to Gabriel, Painter and Myers (2001). Clark 
and Huang (2002) reveal that similar effects on tenure choice are made as in the West 
by some socioeconomic factors such as age, household size, household income and 
housing price, and different effects are found by number of workers and marital status. 
Job rank and work unit rank are also found to play important roles in tenure choice in 
China. 
Housing tenure choice and residential mobility are two important decisions the 
households'have to face in their lives. They are closely related and interdependent due 
to the spatial fixity and durability of housing. In the housing literature, many 
economists have studied extensively the nature of residential mobility choices and 
housing tenure mode. However, those studies do not model with an adequate or 
flexible econometric approach. Modeling the two decisions as joint decisions has 
emerged only within these few years, and has raised much concerns and interests 
among researchers. Some of them estimate the length of stay and tenure choice jointly 
while ignoring the dependence of the two decisions. Boehm (1981乂 is the first 
economist to realize that the household decides the housing tenure choice and 
residential mobility jointly and use a multinomial logit model to capture this property. 
He mentions that owners are less likely to move as tenure is seen to influence 
mobility through the high transactions cost of selling a home. Also, movers will be 
less likely to own with the fact that renting is the most inexpensive tenure choice if 
the household anticipates only a short-term stay at a location. 
Krumm (1984) finds that the decision to change tenure status is important in the 
1 In the Boehm (1981) study, only recent movers are selected. This may cause sample selection bias 
because recent movers are unlikely to be representative of the whole population. 
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decision to change the household residence location. The data in his study is not 
sufficient to compute elasticities and the probabilistic structure used is inappropriate. 
Zom (1988) improves his study by utilizing variables which are more closely related 
to utility-maximizing model, and fully capturing the simultaneous nature of the tenure 
and mobility decisions. ,Pickles and Davies (1986) emphasize and stress the 
interdependence between tenure mode choice and future duration of stay. In the 
following year, loaimides (1987) and Rosenthal (1988) treat the simultaneity of 
housing and mobility decision as a semi-Markov decision process. These two studies 
stress the interdependence of tenure mode choice and future duration of stay, 
loaimides (1987) emphasizes the relationship between the residential mobility process 
and the opportunities households have in the housing market. She also mentions that 
higher wealth implies higher likelihood of owning, higher mobility for renters and 
lower mobility for owners. Households with educated heads are more mobile as well. 
Zom (1988) also employs a multinomial logit model to model residential mobility 
and housing tenure choice as joint decisions. However, identification of the dynamic 
aspects of mobility and tenure choice are not allowed in his study. 
Expected mobility and current tenure choice are mutually dependent. loannides 
and Kan (1996) use a dynamic multinomial probit model with random effects, to 
estimate the probability of the choices to stay, move-and-rent, or move-and-own. A 
more flexible error structure can be used in the multinomial probit model than the 
logit model. However, the influence of future mobility has been ignored. Also, the 
effects of each independent variable on mobility or tenure choice cannot be separated. 
2 The dependent variable consists of three choices: stay, move-and-rent, move-and-own. 
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Kan (2000)3 uses a dynamic random effects simultaneous equations model to take 
into account the interdependence of mobility and tenure choice"^  as tenure mode and 
future length of stay at determined simultaneously and interdependently: a tenure 
decision is observed only when there is a move. He points out that current mobility 
and tenure decisions depend on previous ownership status and previous ownership 
status may be an endogenous regressor. Owners are found to have higher probability 
to choose to own after moving because they enjoy previous home ownership. He also 
suggests that previous tenure mode may also be an indicator of financial status. That 
is to say that previous tenure mode can be used to explain current tenure choice. In his 
study, the inclusion of the four variables of current tenure choice, actual mobility, 
mobility expectation, and previous tenure mode in the simultaneous equation system 
is made to control for the possible simultaneity bias raised from the likelihood that 
previous homeownership and expected mobility^ are endogenous . Gabriel, Painter 
and Myers (2001) also states that a household choice of tenure cannot be observed if 
no move is incurred. 
In order to allow readers have a general view of tenure choice studies, Appendix 1 
lists the comparison of previous literatures. 
3 In the Kan (2000) study, the tenure choice model is modeled conditional on residential mobility. The 
sample may contain a higher proportion of households who have a higher tendency to move. 
Alternatively, if the estimation is based on the observed tenure mode of all households, the estimation 
results may not pertain to the optimal tenure mode since households may delay the adjustment of tenure 
mode in response to changes in their circumstances of housing market conditions in the presence of 
transaction costs. 
4 To control for simultaneity bias, all fours variables (i.e. current tenure choice, actual mobility, 
mobility expectation and previous tenure mode) are included in the simultaneous equation system. 
5 Expected mobility itself may also be determined interdependently with current tenure mode. 
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Chapter 3 Hong Kong Housing Market 
3.1 Why Hong Kong? 
Many international real estate professionals, and economists who are interested 
in comparative analysis of economic institutions often have strong interest in the 
comparison of Hong Kong's financing and investment techniques with other advanced 
economies. Many of them think that Hong Kong is possibly the most interesting 
example among the Asian Tiger economies. What makes Hong Kong outstanding? 
Hong Kong has clear private and public property right, a highly flexible and 
reliable contractual environment, and a stable public policy environment. All these 
features can be thought as the main factors behind Hong Kong's success against hard 
times since 1950. According to the May 2004 report of Hong Kong Trade Economic 
and Trade Development Council, Hong Kong is an international city with the freest 
economy in the world with foundation of a free, market-oriented and regulatory 
environment. Its container port and airport for international cargoes is the busiest 
among all. It is also an important banking and financial centre in the Asia Pacific with 
its stock market ranks the second largest in Asia and the tenth largest in the world in 
terms of market capitalization, and venture capital centre ranks second largest in Asia, 
managing 31% of the total capital pool in the region. In addition, Hong Kong is the 
world's second highest per capita holding of foreign currency, and source of outward 
foreign direct investment (FDI) in Asia. Moreover, it ranks fifth in holding foreign 
exchange reserves and has the third largest foreign exchange market in Asia, the 
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seventh in the world. Besides, many multinational companies like to choose Hong 
Kong as the venue for hosting regional headquarters or representative offices to 
manage their businesses in the Asia Pacific, particularly the Chinese mainland^. 
The real estate economy of Hong Kong is one of the most dynamic ones in the 
world. The housing consumption pattern in Hong Kong has been greatly distorted by 
government participation in active construction of public housing estates through 
large-scale and continuous redevelopment. Besides, the successful development of 
public housing in Hong Kong kept costs down in industrialization and modernization 
and this has supported Hong Kong to transform from entrepot to a modem 
international city. At a time of rapid globalization of the world economy, it is possibly 
the best model of an advanced real estate industry operating in an open economy 
among the world. 
6 Based on a government survey, as at 2 June 2003，there are 3,207 overseas companies with regional 
operations in Hong Kong, showing an increase of 7% from three years earlier. Among the responded 
companies, the EU has the greatest total number of regional headquarters and offices in Hong Kong 
with 925 companies, followed by the US (740), Japan (610) and the Chinese mainland (232). The 
number of regional headquarters and offices whose parent companies were from the EU and US 
increased by 15% and 30%, respectively within three years to June 2003. During the same period, the 
number representing mainland companies grew by 1% while that of Japanese companies dropped by 
1%. 
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3.2 Characteristics of the Hong Kong Housing Market 
It is important to understand some distinctive aspects of housing market. The 
Hong Kong housing market can be described by ten characteristics, giving readers a 
general idea of housing market in Hong Kong and allowing for a better understanding 
of the empirical results presented later. 
First, Hong Kong is a dense city with a total area of around 1,075 square 
kilometers (sq.km). The average living space of a person is only 7 square meters. It is 
one of the most densely populated places in the world and the only city having such a 
low space standard among countries with a per capita income of over US$10,000. 
Second, Hong Kong is widely known as one of the most expensive cities in the 
world. At the time of economic boom, Hong Kong, along with Jakarta, Seoul and 
Tokyo, had among the highest private housing rents in the world relative to the per 
capita income of their country, (refer to Chapter 3.5 for details) 
Third, the percentage of public housing in Hong Kong is unusually large at 47% 
of both subsidized ownership and rental compared to 18% of public rental in 
European countries (see Table 1 in the Appendix 5). Although about 85% of 
population lives in public housings in Singapore, the majority of them reside in sold 
rather than rental flats. Besides, housing policies in Singapore are deliberately planned 
and well conceived whereas the start of public housings in Hong Kong was accidental 
and sparkled by the massive fire in a squatter area of Shek Kip Mei on Christmas day 
1953. Large-scale public housing provision is considered as an extremely important 
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distortion in the Hong Kong housing market. A large bureaucracy was needed to 
finance and manage a huge and ever-growing housing stock used for the development 
of the massive public housing. 
The percent of public housings in Hong Kong (47% of the population) is even 
higher than that in Holland with the highest proportion of public housing (i.e. 36%) 
among all European countries (see Table 1 in the Appendix 5). The effect of a large 
housing supply at below-market rents through direct public provision distorts upward 
the rent levels in the free sector (Fallis and Smith, 1984). This is a special feature 
overlooked by previous literature. Many economists argue that the large supply of 
public housing indirectly raised overall housing asset prices above the economically 
efficient price level. However, this point has yet to be studied empirically for Hong 
Kong. 
Fourth, public tenants in Hong Kong are not mean-tested effectively though there 
exist measures ensuring public housing provision can successfully help people in 
genuine need. The housing assistance program offered by the government makes the 
tenure decision of public renters significantly different from private renters. The 
redevelopment programme of Housing Authority since the 1970s have demolished 
around 290,000 flats and provided chances for many tenants with incomes above the 
Waiting List Income Limits to be rehoused in new public rental housing (PRH) units. 
This indirectly reduced the opportunity for more needy Waiting List applicants. 
Fifth, residential mobility is at low levels in Hong Kong due to the small size of 
Hong Kong and the low rents enjoyed by PRH tenants. People who intend to change 
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jobs do not need to move and change their residential place under the well-developed 
and highly modernized transportation network. Besides, people generally stay at the 
PRH units once allocated to them or do not move out until the estate is redeveloped or 
if they are found disqualified through mean testing. Less than 0.2% of PRH tenants 
move out of their dwellings while 9% private tenants incur a move each year (Miller , 
the Director of Housing, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 1999). Policies 
introduced in 1987 and 1996，targeting at moving those well-off public tenants out of 
PRH units, are not powerful enough to oust this group of people. 
Sixth, people in Hong Kong spend around 30% on housing (see Chart 1 in the 
Appendix 6) and this percentage is much higher than that in European countries at 
around 17% on average (see Chart 2 in the Appendix 6). This special feature of 
housing consumption pattern of Hong Kong people arouses the interests of 
economists in understanding their tenure choice decision. 
Seventh, the introduction of the subsidized Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) in 
1976 and the Private Sector Participation Scheme (PSPS) in 1979 by the Hong Kong 
Housing Authority (HKHA) made housing loans relatively more available than in the 
past. These schemes targeted a substantial group of well-off middle-income 
households who found themselves unable to afford a flat in the open market and also 
unqualified for public rental housing. Since then, the government has offered a lot of 
housing subsidy programs to the poor public and those who hope to become 
homeowners but are unable to afford buying private housing. 
Eighth, Hong Kong government has been putting much effort in promoting home 
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ownership to meet the aspirations of the community. HOS was launched in 1976 and 
has been a vital part of the public housing programme to provide accommodation to 
well-off public tenants who cannot afford private homes. Home owning helps to 
strengthen social stability and create a sense of belongings for Hong Kong's citizens. 
It was popular among its target groups until the financial crisis in 1997 and 
successfully recovered 189,500 public rental flats from tenants who became 
homeowners through the HOS and other related schemes as at 31 March 2003. 
Ninth, with respect to tax treatment, homeowners must pay government rent, 
rates and property tax, throughout the duration of ownership. All land in Hong Kong 
belongs to the government, which has the authority to sell or lease land and 
determines the availability of land for residential uses. Privately owned land in Hong 
Kong is normally leased from the Government by way of a ‘land grant，known as a 
Government lease (formerly called a Crown lease). Government rent (formerly 
Crown rent) which is calculated at 3% of the rateable value^ of the property is paid by 
the owner to the Government in return for the right to hold and occupy the land for 
duration specified in the lease document. For rates, they are one of Hong Kong's 
indirect taxes levied on properties and are charged at 5% percentage of the rateable 
value for the current financial year 2003-2004 and the designated valuation reference 
date is 10 October 2002. The rateable values of all types of property, including private 
and public housing, are assessed on the same basis. Besides, property tax is levied 
annually on the owner or occupier of real estate located in Hong Kong and is 
computed at standard rate of 16% on the net assessable value of the property. The 
7 An indigenous villager or his lawful successor in the male line who has continuously owned an old 
schedule lot, village lot, small house or other rural housing since 30 June, 1984, or small house or resite 
house granted after that date is entitled to exemption from liability to pay the new Government rent. 
8 Rateable value is an estimate of the annual rental value of the property at a design valuation 
reference date, assuming that the property was then vacant and to let. 
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value of a property is based on its rental value. Examples of consideration to be 
included in the assessable value are rent, payment for the right of use of premises 
under license, lump sum premium, service charges and management fee paid to the 
owner, and owner's expenditure (e.g. repairs) borne by the tenant. The net assessable 
value is the assessable value (after deduction of rates paid by the owner) less an 
allowance of 20% for repairs and outgoings. Property tax does not make allowances 
for either depreciation or interest costs on a loan to finance the purchase, while such 
costs are deductible for corporate profits tax purposes. 
Like the situation in the United States, property taxes and interest payments on 
housing loans are deductible for income tax purposes, whereas most income from 
financial assets is tax-exempt (at least up to a certain limit) or taxed at preferential 
rates. If the person is a sole owner of the dwelling, the amount deductible is the home 
loan interest actually paid by him in the year of assessment, subject to a maximum 
deduction of $100,000 for a year of assessment; for the years of assessment 2001/02 
and 2002/03, the relevant maximum amount is $150,000. Home loan interest paid 
before the dwellings used as a place of residence (for example, during construction 
period) is not deductible. 
Tenth, Hong Kong housing prices have risen in the past decades leading up to 
1997 but have declined dramatically with a long downward spiral since 1997. This 
behaviour of housing prices significantly lowered the price of owner occupied 
housing and thus had a significant impact on the housing decisions of Hong Kong 
households, making it difficult to accurately estimate the price of owner-occupied 
housing (refer to Chapter 3.5). 
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3,3 Review of Hong Kong Public Housing Market 
Real estate is a crucial component of the Hong Kong economy (refer to Chapter 
3.5 for details) and alters the macroeconomic activity at high level. In order to allow 
readers familiar the housing conditions in Hong Kong, the development of the public 
housing market and some of its special features are discussed before processing to the 
empirical results in Chapter 6. Chapter 3.3.1 describes the development of public 
housing market whereas Chapter 3.3.2 gives notes on public housing market. Some 
more additional notes are discussed in the Appendix 4. Chapter 3.4 also provides a 
brief description on the private market. 
There are two public housing providers in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong Housing 
Authority (HKHA), established in 1973，is responsible for the implementation of the 
majority of Hong Kong's public housing programmes. The Hong Kong Housing 
Society (HKHS) is an independent and not-for-profit private organization set up in 
1948 and responsible for providing specific categories of public houses in Hong 
Kong. 
Table 2 in the Appendix 5 shows the numerical figures of public housing 
production from 1992 to 2002. Charts 3 and 4 in the Appendix 6 graph the production 
of public rental housings and sale flats in the same period respectively 
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3.3.1 Development of Public Housing Market 
i The Period 1954-64 
From 1945 onwards, Hong Kong is seen as having encountered a critical 
housing problem. Massive influx of immigrants from mainland China as a 
consequence of the Civil War resulted in the population exploding from 600,000 in 
1945 to 2.1 million in 1950 with nearly 3 million people by 1965 (see Figure 1 in the 
Appendix 7 and Table 3 in the Appendix 5). 
Overcrowding and the development of large squatter areas occurred with 
destruction of the pre-war housing stock. The squatter population increased 
dramatically and began to become major issues in 1945. The private sector could not 
profitably build affordable housing for the large influx of low-income residents and so 
housing shortage was developed. These conditions created great health and security 
problems in Hong Kong and threatened people' lives, public order and prestige. 
Besides, the massive fire in the Shek Kip Mei Squatter area in Kowloon on Christmas 
day 1953 led the Hong Kong government to directly intervene and provide emergency 
housings for 53,000 homeless fire victims. This marked the start of the public housing 
programme in 1954. Public tenants only need to pay an exceeding low rent for 
accommodation but they in return had to stay in overcrowded place with poor living 
conditions. The average living space per person was only 2.2 square meters. Rent was 
unchanged until 1965 of $15 per unit per month. However, only the set up of the 
HKHA in 1973 began a more systematic housing policy programme. 
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The government introduced a Government Low Cost Housing Scheme (GLCHS) 
in 1961 supervised by the HKHA due to the incapability of the private sector to meet 
the challenge. These public housings were to provide basic facilities to accommodate 
squatters, those households left homeless by fire or low-income families with monthly 
incomes below $500 in 1961. Substantial housing benefits were then given to large 
segments of society without any means tests under this scheme. Approximately 240 
blocks were built over the period of 1954 to 1964 resulting in the rehousing of 
500,000 people. This public housing policy encouraged private housing tenants to 
become squatters, with the hope to wait for chances of being offered resettlement. 
This explains why the number of squatters had increased from 300,000 in 1953 to 
600,000 in 1964. 
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ii The Period 1965-73 
In 1965 the population in public housing estates reached one million with public 
rental housing just representing 18.6% of the whole residential market in 1966 as 
shown in Table 4 found in the Appendix 5. 
During that period, there were many lower-income households living in private 
tenements and they mounted social pressure on the government to provide them 
housing support. Wong (1998) shows that there were proportionately more private 
tenants than public tenants in low-income brackets. This explains why the waiting list 
for getting into public housing was so long. For the supply of public housings, the 
government took an active role and provided 32,000 housing flats in 1967. Therefore, 
the percentage of public houses jumped significantly from 18.6% in 1966 to 53% in 
1972. The total share of public sector housing was 1.14 times more than the private 
sector's share, which stood at 47% in 1972 (see Chart 5 in the Appendix 6). 
Unfortunately, such a public housing policy encourages people to join the 
squatters group. Even though means tests were introduced under the GLCHS in 1961, 
they were not an effective mechanism. The income eligibility criterion used was only 
current family income at the time of admission to the programme. In addition, no 
subsequent means tests were given to households in order to determine their stay in 
the programme. Families could easily misrepresent their true income and therefore the 
future income prospects of them could hardly be taken into account. The injustice of 
the housing situation still remains the same nowadays. The demand for public housing 
remains strong because of unmet demand from low-income private renters. This 
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explains why large proportion of Hong Kong people resides in public houses. 
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iii The Period 1973-1983 
A Ten-year Housing Programme was announced by Governor Murray 
Machehouse in October 1972. It targeted to house 1.8 million persons by 1983 with 
an annual production of 35,000 - 40,000 housing units and to decentralize the 
overcrowded urban area by creating new towns in the New Territories. The percentage 
of population living in the main urban area was successfully lowered from 81.1% in 
1971 to 9.8% in 1981. However, the development of programme was slowed down by 
the global oil crisis, gradual depletion of developable urban land and new wave of 
immigration. The HOS was set up in 1976 to encourage better-off PRH tenants to buy 
homes and thus release the heavily subsidized rental flats to the more needy. To 
involve private developers in the building of public housing for sale in 1978, PSPS 
was also set up and acted as the supplement. The HOS was extremely popular among 
its target group. Therefore, by March 2002, the ratio of HOS to PRH was 1:2 and 
subsidized HOS accounted for 17% out of the overall home-ownership ratio of 50.8% 
in 2002 which significantly increased from 18.1% in 1971. 
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iv The Period 1984-2004 
Following the opening of China after 1979，the rapid growth of China drove the 
economic growth in Hong Kong. The economic conditions of Hong Kong continued 
to improve and people demanded for better private and public housing throughout the 
1980s and 1990s. Private property prices rose dramatically from 1983 onwards and 
reached a peak in 1997 prior to the outbreak of the financial crisis. Chapter 3.5 
discusses the increase in real property prices and the sluggishness of housing supply. 
People in the public sector highly unsatisfied the inferior housing conditions in the 
public sector compared to that in the private sector. Besides, the little difference in the 
household income levels of public and private tenants made the situation even worse. 
The extended redevelopment programme started to begin in 1985 to clear 
sub-standard blocks built in the 60,s. The government announced the Long Term 
Housing Strategy (LTHS) in 1987 and called for the building of 960,000 new housing 
units. The public and private sectors were required to produce 40,000 and 30,000 
units respectively, every year up to 2001. It was the first time for the private sector to 
have their role defined and quantified by the government. In 1987，the Home Purchase 
Loan Scheme (HPLS) was launched to assist low- and middle- income families 
purchase private residential flats. It was in fact one of the tools the government used 
to step up the development of public housing for ownership. The home-ownership 
rate in the public housing sector had risen to 33% by March 2000 from 18% a decade 
ago (HKHA, 2000). Nowadays, public housing rent levels are determined on the basis 
of tenants' ability to pay. Median rent-to-income ratio (MRIR) is adopted to use for 
the principle of affordability. The ratio was 13.8% in the first quarter of 2003. There 
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were 91,300 applicants on the waiting list of public rental housings as at June 2003. 
The average waiting time for public rental housing was 2.2 years. 
There are some measures implemented by the government to ensure that public 
rental flats are allocated to people in real need. First, applicants have to live in Hong 
Kong for at least seven years and possess no private domestic property. They then 
undergo a comprehensive means test of covering both income and net assets. 
Secondly, death of the principal tenant or the spouse would not automatically pass the 
public rental tenancies to next generation. Their adult family members are required to 
undergo a comprehensive means test before the grant of a new tenancy. Thirdly, 
public tenants with assets and income exceeding prescribed limits are required to pay 
additional rent or vacate their flats. A punitive double rent policy was established by 
the government in 1988 to encourage existing well-off PRH tenants to give up their 
units for more needy families on the waiting list. 
In order to boost housing supply, the launch and implementation of the Sandwich 
Class Housing Scheme (SCHS) in 1993 which targeted for middle-income families, 
and the Tenants Purchase Scheme (TPS) in 1998 were also offered to sitting tenants 
chance to encourage them to buy units at deeply discounted prices. Moreover, the Buy 
or Rent Option (BRO) facilitating applicants on the PRH Waiting List to acquire early 
home ownership was introduced whereas the Home Assistance Loan Scheme (HALS), 
a more direct and flexible form of subsidy, was also launched in January 2003 by 
Housing Authority to replace the HPLS of the Housing Authority and the Home 
Starter Loan Scheme (HSLS) of the Housing Society. In order to help eligible families 
and single persons buy flats of their own, the HALS provides interest-free loan or 
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monthly mortgage subsidy as home purchase assistance towards down payment and 
related expenses. Furthermore, a pilot rent allowance scheme by providing a cash 
subsidy to elderly households, and Senior Citizen Residence Scheme were established 
in 2001 and 2003 respectively. 
Why are there long queues of people waiting eagerly to get into public housing 
units? It is because of the generous subsidies that go along with them. According to 
Wong (1998), the rental discount on public housing units is about 80% of the market 
value, whereas the price discount on HOS flats was as high as 50% of the market 
value. Over 421,000 subsidized flats^ have been sold since 1978. As mentioned in the 
last paragraph, the governmental housing agencies provide a variety of housing 
assistance programs to public to promote homeownership in order to release much of 
the social welfare burden. 
In 1997, the government reviewed and updated the LTHS with three main targets 
to build not less than 85,000 (public and private) flats a year, to achieve 70% 
home-ownership rate by 2007, and to reduce the average waiting time for PRH to 3 
years. However, made many private developers to request the government to halt the 
sale of HOS flats. The government decided to cease the production and sales of HOS 
and PSPS from 2003 onwards. This is due to the request for the halt of the HOS flat 
sales made by many private developers who were facing the continuously dropping of 
housing market prices occurred after the financial crisis in 1997. In addition, the sale 
of public rental housing units under the TPS was also be ceased. This has resulted in 
an accumulated stock pile of approximately 20,000 recently and soon-to-be completed 
9 45,400 out of 421,000 flats sold can be traded in the open market. These flats are not counted as 
subsidized sale flats under the definition adopted since 2002. 
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empty HOS flats (Ming Pao Daily News 31 Aug 2002). 
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3.4 Review of Hong Kong Private Housing Market 
Hong Kong is a dense city with the territory totaling only about 1075km， 
fragmented into more than 200 islands with a very high population density in its 
developed urban areas. Land is the scarce commodity in Hong Kong. The high 
opportunity cost of land and the high population densities in Hong Kong result in the 
high absolute rental and property price levels. These also cause the private housing to 
compete with other land uses for limited land. For example when compared to retail 
land use it is difficult for housing rents to outbid dollar sales per square foot in central 
locations. For these reasons, the consumption of residential floor space per person 
remains low in Hong Kong in spite of the high per capita incomes. The average living 
space of a person is only 7 square meters with a per capita income of over US$10,000. 
As a consequence, private housing in Hong Kong is extremely expensive. 
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3.5 Price and Rent of Private Domestic Units 
The capital and financial markets are highly integrated with the real estate 
market. Housing loans constitute a big share of consumer credit. Tenure choice 
decision is based on the availability of mortgage interest rate and housing loans. The 
housing price fluctuations are resulted from the changes in macroeconomic variables 
such as real interest rates, real income and factors related to housing demand and 
supply like construction cost and land price. They greatly affect private consumption 
and financial soundness of lending institutions. 
Hong Kong has seen a rise and fall in housing value over the last decade. Figure 
2 in the Appendix 7 shows the price and rental indices of private domestic units. With 
the high price of land, Hong Kong housing prices are much higher than many other 
countries. According to the comparative study on cost of living for expatriates across 
seven selected cities (Hong Kong, London, Tokyo, Singapore, Taipei and Shanghai), 
Hong Kong ranks fourth in housing category followed by Shanghai, Singapore and 
Taipei (see Table 5 in the Appendix 5). 
What caused the housing market property prices rise dramatically from 1983 
onwards? First, after the opening of China in 1979，the economic conditions of China 
have been improved and thus both private and public housing tenants have begun to 
demand for better housing. The rapid growth of China has also driven the economic 
growth in Hong Kong. Second, Hong Kong is well-known of its low tax rates system 
and market institutions which are granted with high degree of freedom. Third, the 
stability in social and politic helped boost the housing prices prior to the financial 
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crisis took place in 1997. Fourth, it is also widely believed that the restriction of land 
supply under the Sino-British Joint Declaration partly caused the housing market 
boom before 1997. Many factories and manufacturing industries started to migrate 
and expand their business into the south China in the first half of the 1990s. This 
structural transformation caused the inflation rates soar to double digit levels during 
that period. Fifth, the rapid growth in housing demand and the slow growth of new 
supply drove property prices to astronomical heights. Figure 3 in the Appendix 7 
presents some evidence of the sluggishness of private housing supply. Housing 
conditions in the public sector were considered as inferior to those in the private 
sector and people demanded more private housings. The housing shortage in the 
private housing sector had caused the private sector rents to rise faster than public 
sector rents. All these five reasons explain why the housing prices skyrocketed and 
escalated continuously during the ‘Golden Decade of Homeownership‘ noted from 
1987 to 1997 and reached a climax in 1997. In 1997, housing price in the private 
sector increased by 420% versus 260% in the HOS. 
However, the economic booms could not be sustained and the reversal of 
economy and social conditions followed after the handover. The Asian Financial 
Crisis in 1997 made the Hong Kong housing market collapse and incurred a lengthy 
and sharp decline. The price of the residential property has dropped by half. Many 
explanations have been suggested for such dramatic decline. An appealing one is that 
the demand for some housing attributes has declined, for instance, owning to the 
negative equity effect of the financial crisis faced by families who bought property 
around the time of the handover. 
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Why did home prices keep falling even during year 2000 of high economic 
growth? It was because the launch of TPS in 1997 was a total failure and made HOS 
flats ridiculously expensive. It also reduced the attractiveness of HOS. It was hard for 
HOS homeowners to find potential buyers, causing a serious drop in the turnover of 
the second-hand market. In order to attract buyers with lower purchasing power, 
housing prices must be adjusted downward. The Chief Executive Mr. Tung Chee-hwa 
announced in 1997 that the housing production target was set at 85,000. This was 
another reason resulting in an increase of the total home supply after 2000. 
The efficiency and rapid price adjustment is an important characteristic of the 
residential rental market in Hong Kong. It has been shown that rental prices in Hong 
Kong are very responsive and have exhibited very rapid adjustment to changing 
market conditions and deviation of observed vacancy rates from the natural vacancy 
rate. Housing rents are both highly flexible upwards and downwards. There is no rent 
control though the rental contracts are regulated in Hong Kong. Median domestic 
household rent and median rent-to-income ratios are shown in Table 6 in the 
Appendix 5. 
Figures 4-6 in the Appendix 7 show the trend of the demolition, completion and 
total stock of private domestic dwellings. 
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3.6 Renting versus Owning 
As an economic good, housing is a unique commodity with five characteristics: 
heterogeneity, immobility, durability, large expense relative to income, and high 
adjustment costs to alter its consumption. Other goods or services may share some of 
these characteristics but none of them share all. 
Real property is demanded for two main purposes: consumption and investment. 
Users of housing services have two options of tenure choice: owner-occupation and 
renting and the decision of owner occupation they face is in fact the combination of 
both investment and consumption decisions. As a consumer, people can enjoy housing 
services while as an investor, one can accumulate equity in the house. A home offers 
protection and financial assistance to owner after he or she retires and thus becomes a 
valuable asset. If all the mortgage loans have been repaid, owning a home lowers the 
housing expenditures of the owner. People choose to own or rent based on their taste, 
individual and housing characteristics. As could be expected, the decision of tenure 
choice depends on the comparative cost of owning versus renting to consumers. Why 
would a household choose to rent rather than to own (or vice versa)? It is clear that a 
higher level of utility can be achieved from one than the other tenure status. An owner 
can be regarded as someone who is both landlord and renter whereas a renter is 
generally less eager to perform home maintenance with higher mobility and lower 
income than a homeowner. There are many factors affecting the demand for housing 
assets by a given household, mainly the user cost of housing capital, the income and 
wealth of the households, the expected risk adjusted returns on other assets, and the 
supply of new developable land which is the biggest factor constraint in real estate 
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development in Hong Kong. 
The following discussion puts aside the pride of ownership and considers the 
financial aspects of the choice between renting and owning. A owner has several costs 
that must be covered. 
The first cost is the interest payment on the mortgage used to finance the house. 
Few people are able to pay cash for a house and so must borrow money to do so. The 
interest rate they pay will reflect both the opportunity cost of the money (real interest 
rate) and expected inflation. For property tax, there are no allowances for depreciation 
and interest costs on a loan to finance the purchase but such costs are deductible for 
corporate profits tax purposes. 
The second cost is the property tax liability of the house. The property tax 
liability is determined by the local government and is usually calculated as a tax rate 
of 16% on the net assessable value that reflects the market value of the property. The 
value of a property depends on its rental value. Property tax payments are deductible 
from income taxes, so this deduction must be accounted for in calculating the user 
cost of housing (refer to Chapter 3.2). 
The third cost is the maintenance of the housing unit. This cost includes the time 
that the owner spends on maintaining the housing unit, the hiring of labor and 
materials for clean up and operation of house, and the purchase of utilities and the 
costs in repairing and preventing physical deterioration of the house. 
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3.7 Improvement in the Living Conditions of the Population 
The average number of household members has dropped from 4.4 in 1961 to 3.2 
in 2002 with the increase in number of households (see Table 7 in the Appendix 5). 
Shifts in the proportions of households in different types of quarters during past ten 
years occurred. This was resulted from the demolition and redevelopment of old 
housing estates, the increase in supply of better quality housing, and the internal 
migration of the population to the new towns. More people live in private residential 
flats and subsidized flats at present. The proportion of owner-occupied households has 
increased markedly over the past decades. All these changes indicate that the housing 
condition of the population has been improved. However, this is accompanied by a 
rise in the housing cost, reflected by the rent payment statistics (see Chapter 3.5). 
Tables 8 and 9 in the Appendix 5 show the distribution of domestic households 
by type changed significantly over the past ten years. The total number of quarters 
occupied by domestic households increased by 29.8% from 1.58 million in 1991 to 
2.05 million in 2001. Public rental flats, Housing Authority subsidized sale flats, 
Housing Society subsidized sale flats, private residential flats and 
villas/bungalows/modem village houses are considered as housings more 
well-equipped housing. They have drastically increased in quantity drastically in the 
past ten years and account for 96.2% of the occupied quarters in 2001，up from only 
91.7% in 1991. Those types of quarters with less adequate housing conditions all 
decreased in number in the same period. The proportion of simple stone 
structures/traditional village houses and temporary housing dropped from 6.2% in 
1991 to 2.3% in 2001. All these changes reflect an improvement in the living 
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conditions of the population. 
Moreover, just over half of domestic households owned the quarters they 
occupied in 2001，up from 43% in 1991 (see Chart 6 in the Appendix 6). The 
proportion of sole tenants (see Chart 7 in the Appendix 6) dropped from 45.6% to 
41.6% over the same period. Both sub-letting and co-letting became less common, as 
reflected by a reduction in the proportion of sub-tenants from 2.6% in 1991 to 0.7% in 
2001 (see Chart 8 in the Appendix 6) and for co-tenants, from 4% to 2.7% (see Chart 
9 in the Appendix 6). 
Internal migration and home moving is common among the Hong Kong 
population. A substantial redistribution of the population from the urban areas to the 
new areas is resulted with the development of new towns in Hong Kong in 1973. Till 
now, there were twelve new towns, all situated in the New Territories, resulting in a 
substantial redistribution of the population during the past ten years. The New 
Territories had the largest share of the population in 2001. Table 10 in the Appendix 5 
indicates that about the same amount of people live in the New Territories as in 
Kowloon and on Hong Kong Island combined in 2001. While ten years ago, Kowloon, 
Hong Kong Island and the New Territories had respectively 35.8%, 22.0% and 41.9% 
of the population, the respective proportions were 30.2%, 19.9% and 49.8% by 2001. 
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Chapter 4 Data Description 
4.1 2001 Population Census Data Set 
The estimation of equations is based on the data drawn from the 2001 Population 
Census and the 1996 Population By-Census conducted by the Hong Kong Census and 
Statistics Department. The 2001 Population comprised simple information on 
six-sevenths of households to provide basic information like age and sex of household 
members, and the remaining one-seventh was asked about the demographic and 
socioeconomic characteristics of household members in details. For the 1996 Census, 
it included above one-seventh of all quarters and households therein. As a result, a full 
count of the population, households and quarters is made and the sample is used to 
estimate the detailed characteristics of the population and households. This paper 
focuses on the analysis of data in 2001 since the sample size in the 2001 Population 
Census is much larger than that in 1996 and more representative of Hong Kong 
residents. The number of household heads in 2001 is 143,258 which is eight times the 
17,905 observations in the 1996 By-Census. 
In the 2001 data set, there are 656,567 observations in total and these 
observations are divided into two types: 474,095 observations of people records and 
152,472 observations of housings records. To facilitate the analysis, the housing 
records are merged with the people records and therefore the 474,095 observations of 
combined records show all information about people and quarters. 
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The Population Census provides a pool of individual data on housing 
characteristics, socio-economic characteristics and geographical distribution of the 
population in Hong Kong, and some of its variables are the basic ingredients for 
estimating households' tenure choice decision. Further, the households were asked 
about their previous migration pattern within five years before the Census was carried 
out (1997-2001). Thus, the data set contains information on both movers and 
non-movers and it would be worthy to capture and analyze its effect on tenure choice 
among the two groups of people. Painter (2000) demonstrates that renters are 
over-represented in the sample and so the general mover-only model may have 
sample selection bias. Therefore, all estimations in this analysis are based on both 
movers and non-movers. All these explain why it is chosen to be source of this 
research. 
In the following section, rules in extracting data from the full Population Census 
into the sample and characteristics of the samples used for the estimation are 
described. Moreover, selection criteria for the choice of variables being used to 
explain household tenure choice and mobility behavior are discussed as a basis for the 
empirical analysis. 
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4.2 Sample Selection 
The main focus of this empirical work is to find the determinants of tenure 
choice in Hong Kong housings and also to analyze the effect of mobility on tenure 
choice decision. To make the analysis more precise and representative of Hong Kong 
households, non-domestic househo lds� are excluded because this study focuses on 
the tenure choice behaviour and in which all 104,056 homeowners belong to the 
domestic households group. Besides, households with the household head aged under 
25 are neglected because they account for less than 1% of the whole population of 
homeowners (i.e. 1022 homeowners aged under 24 among 104,056 homeowners.) and 
it is also assumed that the individuals who decide the tenure choice are those aged 
above 25. Moreover, among all individuals interviewed in 2001，those who were 
non-household heads are ruled out in this study since it is generally assumed that 
household heads are the ones to make accommodation decisions. In addition, in this 
empirical study, data of individuals living in special classes or institutions” and 
marine accommodations are eliminated. People living in special classes or institutions 
do not make tenure choice decisions themselves and all belong to non-owners (i.e. 
3,805 - which only accounts for less than 1%). There are 386 people living in marine 
and takes up only 0.08% of the whole population (i.e. 474,095). Therefore, these 
groups have been excluded in the analysis. 
10 There are two types of non-domestic households, namely collective households and mobile 
households. Collective households are made up of people living in institutions (such as old people's 
homes), staff quarters of factories and other similar accomodations. 
11 Examples of quarters requiring special enumeration are hospital wards, quarters with strict security 
control (e.g. penal institutions) and quarters in institutional buildings (e.g. elderly's homes run by 
public/voluntary agencies, homes for the blind) 
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With data limitation, this analysis is based on the observed tenure mode of all 
households. According to Kan (2000), these estimation results may not pertain to the 
optimal tenure mode since, households may delay the adjustment of tenure mode in 
response to changes in their circumstances or housing market conditions in the 
presence of transaction costs. He suggests to model tenure choice decision conditional 
on residential mobility. However, the data set employed does not have information on 
the households' expected mobility. Further research on tenure choice should be done 
regarding expected mobility in future. 
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Chapter 5 Methodology- the Tenure Choice Model 
This chapter develops an econometric model to investigate the determinants of 
tenure choice in the Hong Kong housing market. The model developed for this study 
follows the standard housing market model as tenure choice is derived from the 
housing demand function. A multinomial logit model is suggested to carry out the 
empirical analysis. 
In this empirical work, the whole real estate market is divided into two sectors, 
namely the public housing market (PUBLIC) and the private housing market 
(PRIVATE). First, regressions (regressions la, 2a and 3a) are done to find the 
determinants of tenure choice on the two different housing markets and also the 
individuals' preference on the public housing market over the private one. Besides, 
this study basically follows the idea of Horioka (1988) to separate the two markets 
with the belief that those public housing programmes may vastly distort the tenure 
choice of people. People would change their tenure mode according to the eligibility 
and availability of public subsidies given to public tenants. Public tenants may behave 
differently from those private tenants as they face housing prices or rents which are 
below market value. Hence, it would be valuable to divide the whole sample into two 
subcategories of public and private sectors. Then, this paper looks into the 
determinants of tenure choice in each housing market. For the public housing market, 
the dependent variables are subsidized ownership (SO) and subsidized rental (SR). 
Regressions (regressions lb, 2b and 3b) are carried out to find the tenure choice of 
people in the public sector. For the private market, private ownership (PO) and private 
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rental (PR) are the two dependent variables. Regressions of the private sector can be 
found in regressions Ic, 2c and 3c. 
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5.1 Tenure Choice Function 
Tenure choice decision is affected by a variety of factors and is hypothesized to 
be determined by socio-economic characteristics, geographical factors, measures of 
income and migration pattern of household. Tenure choice is therefore constructed as 
a function of vector of determined variables. Formally, this can be written as equation � . 
1 j= f[H,RW,EA,CJNCJM] (1) 
Where T j denotes tenure choice j chose by the household head; H is household 
characteristics; RW'is place of residence and work; EA are the factors of economic 
activity; C is the user cost of capital; INC are the income factors, and IM is 
household's internal migration. 
The dependent variable T j is the tenure choice decision among four main tenure 
types classified in Hong Kong: Subsidized Ownership (SO), Subsidized Rental (SR), 
Private Ownerhsip (PO) and Private Rental (PR). It shows the preference of 
individual i between owning and renting in both public and private housing markets. 
According to Clark and Huang (2002), individuals are assumed in this study to 
be economically rational and in order to maximize the lifetime utility level derived 
from the tenure choice, they rank alternative plans of tenure types with given budge 
constraints according to the principal of consumer choice behavior in economics. 
People face and examine all tenure choice options and finally choose the best one 
based on their unique characteristics. 
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Suppose there are n individuals and J categories of tenure choice. Define 
Yij = 1 if household head i chooses tenure alternative j，and Y^ = 0 otherwise. 
J The sum of all j choice probabilities should be exactly equal to 1，^ Yy = \ for 
all j . The utility function derived from the tenure choice alternative j for 
household head i is expressed in the general form as shown in Equation (2). 
U^J = V,J [H, R W, EA, C, INC, IM] + Sij (2) 
Let Vy = PjX, 
Where Vy is the utility derived from choosing tenure alternative j of 
household head i and � i s an error term and X^ denotes the characteristics of 
household head i, and P j is a corresponding taste parameter to be estimated, then 
equation (2) can be rewritten as: 
Uy = PjX, + S.J (3) 
The assumption of the probability distribution of the error term plays an 
important role to determine the actual calculation of the choice probabilities. It is 
assumed here that s.j are independent and identically distributed, and each with the 
extreme value distribution. 
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The probability of a household head choosing tenure alternative can thus be 
represented as: 
= 1) = Pr([/, > U � ) f o r j 丰 f , j, f e J (4) 
Where j and f = 1’". J. J denotes the whole set of alternatives available to 
household head. In this case J= 4, denoting four main tenure alternatives in Hong 
Kong. 
Then, substitution of equation (3) into equation (4) yields: 
Pr(}；. = 1) = + � > p . X , + Sy,) 
= + (5) 
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5.2 Multinomial Logit Model 
Following the analysis done by King (1980) and Horioka (1988), this study 
adopts the idea of having the specification of the tenure choice decision as a 
polytomous choice to be the optimal methodology. Therefore, the above assumptions 
give rise to the formulation of a multinomial logit model in this research in order to 
describe the decision properties of household's tenure choice. The tenure choice is 
assumed to follow a multinomial logit specification as equation (6). 
= 1) = forjJ' = \„.J (6) 
Where Vy is a vector of parameters to be estimated, and J represents all tenure 
choice alternatives. 
However, P � c a n n o t be found in this step if we change p to p + c , where 
c is any constant vector. Some restrictions on p have to be imposed to solve the 
problem. Let 
j'=2 
Equation (6) then becomes 
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MYy =l) = J for j = …J 
f=2 
Therefore, the likelihood function is, 
- yu 
n J n J J^jXi 
“ n n 参 n n " 4 
/=1 7=1 i=\ j=\ l + gZ,义' _ /=2 _ J Using >^1=0 and ^ Y.j = 1, log likelihood function is 
^ f J r J 
InL = f^ X Y i i P j X i - I n 1 +J一* (8) 
/=i�y=2 L /=2 �v* 
Then the first derivatives are: 
f \ / \ 
piT^T n Pj^i n Pj^i ^ = Y -~e—i——X. i K ^ — — X i 
；3 Q (/ ‘ J ‘ Lu u J I 
V /=2 J [ j'=2 y 
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5.3 Explanatory Variables 
In Appendix 3，section 1 reports the full definitions of explanatory variables used 
in this empirical work and section 2 illustrates the control group chose for comparison 
with variables under the same category. Table 11 below shows the expectations of 




Expectations of Signs of Explanatory Variables 
H y p o t h e s i s ! V a r i a b l e | E x p e = o n s = g n s ofP(Own:Rent) 一 1 — UHSIZE 一 + 
— 2 — C H I L D 15 _ + 
一 3 一 MALE 一 + 
— 4 — SINGLE — -
一 5 一 MARRIED 一 + 
— 6 —CHINESE — + 
一 7 一RETIRED — + 
— 8 ^ N T H L Y H I N C + 
9 moveD -
10 moveCO -
11 moveNM + 
TABLE l ib 
Hypothesis of Explanatory Variables 
Hypothesis Explanation 
1 If housing size increases, an individual is more likely to be a homeowner 
than rsnter. 
2 If the number of children aged under 15 increases, an individual is more 
likely to be a homeowner than renter. 
3 If an individual is male, he is more likely to be a homeowner than renter. 
4 If an individual is single, he or she is less likely to be a homeowner than 
renter. 
5 If an individual is married, he or she is more likely to be a homeowner than 
renter. 
® If an individual is Chinese, he or she is more likely to be a homeowner than 
renter. 
7 If an individual is retired, he or she is more likely to be a homeowner than 
renter. 
8 If the monthly household income increases, an individual is more likely to be 
a homeowner than renter. 
9 If an individual had internally migrated, he or she is less likely to be a 
homeowner than renter. 
1 0 “ 
If an individual had moved from the mainland of China, Taiwan, Macau or 
other countries to Hong Kong, he or she is less likely to be a homeowner 
thai门 renter 
11 If an individual is non-mover, he or she is more likely to be a homeowner 
Ithai门 rentsr. 
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The tenure choice model used in this study employs household's current tenure 
status as the dependent variable to be estimated. It is classified into four distinct 
tenure modes according to their relative importance in housing market: Subsidized 
Ownership (SO), Subsidized Rental (SR), Private Ownership (PO) and Private Rental 
(PR). It would be favorable to treat such households separately because some of them 
receive subsidies from the government and thus face a much lower rental housing 
price than other households according to Horioka (1988). The explanatory variables 
used to explain consumer housing market behaviors come from several categories 
which embrace household demographic characteristics, income factors, education 
attainment level, employment status, user cost of capital and past migration pattern. 
The demographic factors are the basic variables for the tenure choice model, and 
they include household size (UHSIZE), number of children aged under 15 in the 
household (CHILD 15), sex (MALE), age groups of the household head (age2534, 
age3544, age4554, age5564), marital status (SINGLE, MARRIED), and whether the 
household head is Chinese (CHINESE). Li (1977) points out that the assumption of a 
linear age effect is statistically most rejectable. In addition, Krumm (1984) suggests to 
include age in quadratic fashion so as to capture nonlinearities that potentially occur 
over the life cycle. This study tried to include the square of household heads' age but 
the coefficients are found to be small and close to zero. Therefore, age groups are 
used instead of adding age in quadratic function into this research. 
Following Gyourko and Linneman (1996)，this analysis uses the educational 
attainment of the household head (eduPRIM, eduHIGHSCH, eduTECHSCH, 
eduCOLLEGE) as an indicator to both the household wealth and future earning 
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potential. It is expected that households with higher levels of education are more 
capable of paying the costs involved with homeownership. Unlike United States 
where educated people often refer to college graduates and above, educated people in 
this study refer to individuals with education attainment ranging from primary to 
college level whereas non-educated group refers to people with no schooling or attain 
only up to kindergarten level. Three groups of variables are also used as indicators of 
social status: economic activity status of head (EMPLOYEE, EMPLOYER, 
RETIRED), industry (industME, industC, industWR, industTSC, industFIRB and 
industCSPS) and occupation (occupMA, occupP, occupAP, occupCL, occupSW, 
occupAF, occupPM and occupEO). Inclusions of these social class dummy variables 
are considered because it is generally believed that the household's perception of its 
social class would have significant impact on its tenure choice decision. 
The economic factors employed are rent to income ratio (RENT ING), mortgage 
to income (MORTINC), and monthly domestic household income 
(MONTHLYHINC). These variables facilitate the analysis on the affordability of the 
population on different types of housing. 
One of the most important economic variables for explaining variables in 
consumer expenditures is income. The square of the average monthly household 
income (M0NTHLYHINC2) was included as one of the explanatory variables. 
However, results showed that its coefficients were significantly small with values very 
close to zero. Therefore, the present study excludes this among the explanatory 
variables. 
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Many existing literatures suggest that permanent income rather than current 
income is found to provide better income measures in the tenure choice equation as 
well as the demand equation. (Arimah (1997)，Chou and Shih (1995), Mayo (1981)， 
Goodman and Kawai (1982)，Malpezzi and Mayo (1987)). Permanent income 
estimates are obtained by the predicted value of a regression of current income on a 
set of demographic and human capital characteristics such as educational level, age 
level, country of birth, marital status, gender and working spouse (Arimah (1997), 
Ahmad (1994), Bourassa (1995)). Mayo (1981) criticizes that the lagged income leads 
to upward-biased parameter estimates. Besides, Goodman and Kawai (1982) point out 
that current income underestimates the effect of permanent income and also argue that 
transitory income, which is calculated as the residual of observed household income 
and predicted income, may have a significant impact on housing demand. Transitory 
income may not cover substantial transaction costs of home purchase and therefore 
may not be significant in the tenure choice decision as mentioned by Goodman (1988). 
All these economists suggest that measured income should be decomposed into two 
entities — permanent and transitory income to avoid estimation basis. Fallis (1984) 
indicates that the household's tenure decision is made based not just on single period 
but on multiple period utility function and Arimah (1997) states that a household's 
consumption of durable goods is determined by permanent income which relates to 
the flow of income over a long time period in well-functioning capital markets.. 
Higher levels of income will ceteris paribus, increase the probability of 
home-ownership. In addition, he also points out that current income usually contains 
transitory components which bring about fluctuations in the flow of income over a 
given period and this in part has resulted in a downward bias of elasticity estimates of 
housing demand obtained via current income as argued by Orlanski and Polinsky 
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(1977). Moreover, Horioka (1988) carefully estimates the income measure and uses 
permanent income which includes imputed rent on owner-occupied housing but 
excludes taxes and social security contributions in his study. Furthermore, Daniere 
(1992) mentions that household income should be equal to real net permanent income. 
However, current income is adopted to be the measure of income in this paper 
rather than permanent income with the justification on four grounds as suggested by 
Arimah (1997). First, it is difficult to obtain permanent income estimates with the date 
set of Hong Kong Population Census employed. This is especially true for individuals 
who are employed on an informal basis. It is hard to accurately estimate their 
permanent income through the irregular monthly salary they receive. Second, the 
current income value is readily available in many policy applications. Third, the use 
of current income for the same housing market has been shown to successfully obtain 
plausible estimates of the income elasticity of demand. Fourth, although permanent 
income does generally yield higher estimates, such differences are "comparatively 
modest’，according to Malpezzi and Mayo (1987). As a result, methods of estimating 
permanent income such as averaging income over several years could not be used due 
to data limitations. 
Tenure choice can be viewed as consumption and investment decision making. 
The relative prices and costs of owning versus renting are shown by previous studies 
to be essential to the investment and consumption motives for tenure choice decisions 
(Boehm (1981)). As empirically demonstrated by Goodman(1988), and Megbolugbe 
and Wachter (1992), omitting the investment motive for home-ownership will result 
in downward bias of the tenure choice price elasticity. Bourassa (1995) points out that 
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the inclusion of owner-occupied housing in the tenure choice model results in a 
substantial improvement in goodness-of-fit and a corresponding reduction in the 
prediction error rate. Furthermore, Megbolugbe and Wachter (1992) observe that 
household endowment factors alone do not completely explain disparities in 
home-ownership. Hence, there is the need for the inclusion of these market 
endowment factors in tenure choice models. 
For market endowment factor, Goodman (1988) develops measures that reveal 
the dwelling units investment possibilities and consumption components. In his study, 
the value-rent ratio is a house specific ratio which compares the asset value to the rent 
that would have been charged and thus reveals the investment potential. A high 
value-rent ratio implies market-indicated expectations of capital gain which should 
favour home ownership over renting, having a positive effect on the probability of 
home-ownership. Besides, he mentions that the owner-renter price ratio is a price 
index indicating the cost incurred to owners relative to renters for the same quality of 
housing, and also is a market-specific ratio which controls for the quality of houses 
across submarkets, as well as identifies the consumption motive for tenure choice. It 
has a negative impact on the likelihood of home-ownership, thereby favouring renter 
tenure. Unfortunately, data limitations preclude the estimation of these two variables. 
Besides, measures of real house prices have not been introduced due to the difficulty 
of obtaining this information. 
Mortgage rate, mortgage period and property price are factors in determining the 
mortgage payment for a housing unit. Mortgage payment is considered together with 
the income in housing consumption. In order to examine the impact of institutional 
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programmes designed to enhance home-ownership, mortgage rationing, a variable 
relating to the availability of formal and institutional sources of housing finance, is 
included in some of the previous studies. It is estimated by three criteria: price to 
income ratio, loan to value ratio and loan to income ratio. Ability of formal mortgage 
institutions to finance home-ownership is vital to local policy-makers. However, the 
limited data set also excludes the inclusion of this variable. 
A greater variety of demographic variables is tried than in previous studies, 
including some that have seldom been used. It is noteworthy that number of elderly 
(ELDER一65) is unique to the present study. Hong Kong public housing takes up 
almost half of the real estate market. Those public housing schemes give much 
privilege to the elderly people and therefore households with elderly may be thought 
to have different tenure choice behaviour than others. The inclusion of this 
explanatory variable in the estimation is hoped to capture the various factors which 
are important to household's tenure choice and reflect the taste for homeownership. 
A new variable relating to location (sameRW) is also included. It would be 
interesting to investigate if people living and working in the same district (sameRW) 
have any important influence on tenure choice and to see if this group would favor a 
certain type of tenure mode. Also, it is to test if public housing schemes distort their 
choice of residential place and work place. Previous studies do not look into this 
factor and this would be the first one. 
Four other unique variables are moveD, moveCO and moveNM. There are 
substantial numbers of papers which discuss the influence of previous tenure status 
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and expected mobility on tenure choice. Ihlanfeldt (1981) and Pitkin and Myers (1994) 
argue that the homeownership attainment of non-moving households may largely 
reflect the lagged effects of past choices. Also, Kan (2000) states that previous tenure 
choice is found likely to be an important factor in the tenure choice and mobility 
decisions and is useful to explain current tenure choice. He suggests that owners may 
be more likely to choose to own after moving because of the formation of the taste of 
being an owner from their past experience being an owner. This implies current tenure 
choice helps explain future tenure choice. This logic may also apply to mobility of 
households. Movers have higher tendency to move in future than non-movers. 
Previous mobility may reflect the potential probability of mobility in future. 
However, due to data limitations, there is no data about the previous tenure 
status and expected mobility of an individual and therefore study on these issues 
cannot be done. With reference to Painter (2000), it would be worthy to include 
information on the inter-regional and intra-regional geographical mobility. At present, 
the data set only provides information about the migration pattern of a person. That is 
if he or she had moved home within five years before the Census was carried out 
(1997-2001). Information shows whether a person had moved home within the same 
district (moveS), had internally migrated to another district in the same country 
(moveD) or had moved from other country (moveCO) or belongs to the non-movers 
group (moveNM). These greater breakdowns of residential change are able to 
facilitate the study of geographical mobility. According to the main report of the 2001 
Population Census, there were 2.08 million persons who had changed their residence 
between 1996 and 2001，including 1.18 million who had internally migrated and 0.9 
million who had moved home within the same district of residence. It also finds that 
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persons who had internally migrated (including existing household heads who were 
household heads or non- household heads) before moving home tended to be those of 
prime marriageable ages, having higher level of educational attainment, and working 
in more senior or professional jobs. Besides, it is interesting to note that for domestic 
households having internally migrated (i.e. whose head had internally migrated), 
household composition was usually less complex, and household size tended to be 
smaller and household income higher. Therefore, in this paper, we try to look from a 
different angle and include the migration pattern in order to investigate if there exists 
any difference in tenure choice between different kinds of movers and non-movers. 
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5.4 Summary of Descriptive Statistics 
The descriptive statistics of variables used in the whole sample (models la, 2a 
and 3a), public (models lb, 2b and 3b) and private (models 3a，3b and 3c) housing 
markets are reported respectively in Tables 12，13 and 14 below. 
In the Appendix 5, Chart 10 shows the preferences of housing market for the 
whole sample and Charts 11 and 12 give the distributions of tenure choice in Hong 
Kong in the public and private markets respectively. In Chart 10, most household 
heads live in private housing market which accounts for 53.5% of the whole sample 
(76,630 out of 143,258 people) whereas 46.5% of them, almost half of the population, 
reside in public housings (66,628 out of 143,258 people). In the public housing 
market showed in Chart 11, the majority of public tenants are renters and they make 
up 67.6% (45,057 out of 66,628 people) of the population living in the public market 
where 32.4% (21,571 out of 66,628 people) live in houses of subsidized ownership. 
However, in Chart 12 of private housing market, the majority of people are owners 
and they make up 63.3% (48,472 out of 76,630 people) of the population in that 
market whereas 36.8% live in private rental flats (28,158 out of 76,630 people). 
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TABLE 14 
Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Tenure Choice Model 
of the Private Housing Market 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation Min Max 
UHSIZE 3.17 1.52- 1 72 
ELDER一65 0.35 0.62" 0 6 
CHILD15 0.53 0.83" 0 5 
MALE 0.72 0.45" 0 1 
age2534 0.12 0.33 0 1 
aige3544 : : 二―"!]^…：：—：]―： :丁 
—a^互[―二— 飞2 j ――—————：―：― 了 
： ：二了 i t — — 互 二:—二 
age65up ^ 0M 0 ^ SINGLE — — 0.32 0 ~ r 
— — I f g — — . . . . ” — - ‘ - — [ � — - - — y — . . . - - - — -
CHINESE 一 0.97 O.Ti" "o 1 
sameRW — 0.16 — 0.37 0 T 
edi^OSCH 0.10 “ 0.30 — 0~ 1 
； — — — — 五 … — — — — 飞 互 — — — …T 
— — I j — — - 丁 — — — 1 
edu^HSCH — 石 了 品 — 0 . 2 3 0— ：―T 
eduOOl i lCT “ 0J4— ..'1. T 
ind^ i^A ^ ^ ‘ 0 r 
^ 二 了 — — — 石 ： 而 . 、 — — — … . — — — 
^iiis^:二：：二 ： 一 淋 、 — — — — 二 石 . — ： ― T 
W u s ^ ：： ： — 0.16 (136… 0 — 1 
每—记：―—— —互：亟—一—�^ — ‘ a28 — — — — � — — I 
— — — l ) . i i “ ~ — — 还 — . — 一 一 � — — — T 
———1五......一———•^•―——厂——了 
occigNA 0.36 — 0.48 0 \ 
(Tcc^MA —'：―斤;[ 0^ 31… 0 f 
occ^^ …：: 0.04 一她他 0.20 、、—————石、————一——“了 
； — — — 一 一 元 . . 一 — — — 「 ― — 1 . 
：：: -：：:"^；；^.-. — ： : : T 
occiySW^ ： — ： ： : oTis ： 0 ：―：：丁 
’ ： ― ： ‘ 0.08 ：厂：——f 
— — - Q Qy 二 ” -^ ^ ^Q “ Y 
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TABLE 12 - to be continued 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation Min Max 
EMPLOYEE “ ^ o lo 0 I 
EMPLOYER — 0.11 — 0.31 0 1 
^ ^ ^ ^ z z z z z z z r飞 f ’ — — — — — — 下 — — 
mXCTT^ T f s oJ l— 0 1 MONTHLYHINC 26667^5 26760.55 0 150000 
moves 湖 _ 一 ^16 丨 ， ： ― — — 她 — — — T 
n»veD_ 斤 — 飞 了 j l : — 万 T 
moveCO 0.04 0^ .19 0 T 
moveNM 0.59 0J9 0 1 
Note: There is onfy one household with 72 people. | 
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TABLE 14 
Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Tenure Choice Model 
of the Private Housing Market 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation Min Max 
IMSIZE 3.44 1.43 1 14 
ELDER一65 — 0.42 — 0.66 0 4 
CHILD15 0.57 o ! ^ "o 5 
I ^ E 0.69 "o f 
age2534 — “ ‘ 0 \ 
age3544 0 2 5 " ' " " "一一一一一-；^:石丁 
age4554 0.26 0.44 0 1 
age5564 — —： ：— ^17 o l ? 0 — . 1 
age65iq) 0.26 0.44 0 1 
SINGLE 025 0 1 
MARRIED 0.74 0.44 0 1 
imrit一 OTHERS ^ 0.40 0 - — ^ J 
CHINESE 一 0.99 — 0.07 ~ 0 I 
sameRW 0.13一 0.34" 0 1 
eduNOSCH ^ ^ 0 I 
eduP^RIM_ — 0.37 0.48 0 1 
？ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： ： : 巧 — ： ： — ： ： � 1 "ediOTCHSCH —?:oT:: ：—0.16 1 
ediCOLLEG^ 0.03 厂一 — — — 石 , � — — —飞 — — — 了 
industiNA — 0.45 “ ^ 0 \ 
industl^ … 0.08 …：：：: 027 0 1 
mdusC _ — — 0.08^  二： ： 一石: Q 1 
industWRT 0.13 — ““ 二 — — — 飞 — — — — — � 
industTSC 0.09 0.29 0 1 
indus f f^ — — ^.07 — — 0.25 0 1 
indusCSPS ^ . ^ —T 
occupNA 0.45 ~ 0.50 0 \ 
occigMA — � 一 0.03 — ： ― 五 — ' — — � ' — 
occigp — _ aoi —•^『―———厂了 
occupAP — 二 石 T — ] — 1 
0 . 0 5 : : : = : : : : : � 五 0 T 
^ ^ ^ ^ 1 0 五 — — — 石 — — — — 丁 
occupPM ^ 0729 0 T 
occiq?EO ^ oyjjf 0 — 1 
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TABLE 12 - to be continued 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation Min Max 
E M P L O Y E E ‘ ~ : ^ ^ 0 I 
二=:—: —：了^^^ 
D^ACTWE 0J9' — 0.39 —1' —T 
MONTHLYHINC 18768:36 14196.49 0 150000 
moves — 0 A 2 — . 石 — — — 厂 — — — T 
moveP — — 0 T 9 — . — 0 J 9 0 T 
moveCO … ： 一 . . — 0 —： T 
moveNM 0.68 —…一飞：；^^ ‘ 飞 - — 
Note: There is on^ one household with 72 people. | 
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TABLE 14 
Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Tenure Choice Model 
of the Private Housing Market 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation Min Max 
imSIZE 一 2.9?" 1.56 1' 72 
五PER一 65 — 0 . 2 ^ 0 . 5 ^ 0 ~ 
CHILD15 0.80 0 5 
MALE 0.74 0.4^ "o" T 
— — 0.17 0.38 0 T 
age3544 — … 下 ： 五 — 一 - — 飞 — 
age4554 — 0.24 — — 0.43 — 0 1 
agell64' : : 飞 : — : ^ 3 3 — 0 — T 
age65 叩 0.15 OM— 0 T 
SINGLE Ol?" ^ 0 r 
MARRIED 0.72 0.45 0 1 
marit一OTHERS 0 1_ 
CHINESE 0.95 0.22 0 1 
sameRW 0.18 0.39 0 T 
eduNOSCH o ! ^ ^ 0 T 
ed^RIM 0.18 — — … —0.28 0 1 
. e i u i ^ s 碗 — ： ： — . ： — ― ― y —： r 
.eju运-远-e尹―：： -0:0厂: ：：石五. 1— 
— — — 石 厂 ― ― — — — — j — — — 丁 . 
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TABLE 12 - to be continued 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation Min Max 
EMPLOYEE ^ ^ 0 T 
^ ^ h ^ ^ E Z Z Z Z : : : 互 5 : : : ———「 互二=::: 一 ：―：：二五E ———IT——丁. 
D ^ c T i ^ o i y i ^ j 0 r 
MONTHLYHINC 33,534.78 ~ 32,590.54^ — — — � 5 0 , 0 0 0 
^ v ^ a i 9 — … 一 — — — — j — — — 丁 
moveP — 0.23 —: 0^2 0 f 
TOveCq_ — : — I “ — " 0 r 
moveNM ^ 0~50 0 — � 
Note: There is orify one household with 72 people. 
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Chapter 6 Empirical Results 
If the coefficient of a particular variable (e.g. age2534) in a regression (e.g. 
SO:SR) is significantly positive, it means that individuals with characteristics of this 
variable (e.g. people aged between 25 and 34) would favor subsidized ownership (SO) 
relative to subsidized rental (PR). However, if the coefficient is significantly negative, 
it implies people would favor subsidized rental rather than subsidized ownership. This 
is to say the signs of variables are keys to understand the tenure choice decisions of 
people. This explains why this research focuses on the signs of all regressions. 
This paper looks into the housing decisions of people using data sets of 1996 (for 
model 3) and 2001 (for models 1 & 2). 2001 Population Census Data set includes 
variable MORT_INC but not 1996 Population Census data set. To facilitate the 
comparison, model 1 of 2001 data which excludes variable MORT INC is set up and 
thus all independent variables are the same in models 1 and 3. For model 2 of data set 
2001, it includes variable MORT INC. It is found that all three models yield similar 
tenure choice patterns for the population. Table 15 in the Appendix 5 shows the 
numerical results of models 1 and 2 using data of 2001 whereas Table 16 below shows 
their corresponding signs. As explained in Chapter 4.1，the 2001 data set is more 
representative of people in Hong Kong as it contains 143,258 observations which is 
eight times more than 1996 data set consisting 17,905 observations. Therefore, this 
analysis focuses on model 2 using 2001 data set with the variable MORT INC and 
investigates the signs of variables in model 2 shown in Table 16 below. For reference, 
the numerical results of model 3 using data in 1996 and those signs of explanatory 
variables are reported in Tables 17 and 18 in the Appendix 5. 
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This Chapter discusses the effects of variables on tenure choice and the possible 
reasons for all these findings. It is divided into five sub-chapters: 
6.1 People who Seek for Government Housing Assistance- Subsidized Ownership 
and Subsidized Rental 
6.2 People who Favour Private Housing Market 
6.3 Tenure Choice in Both Public and Private Housing Market 
6.3.1 Similarities of Tenure Choice in Both Housing Markets 
i Who Favours Owning? 
ii Who Favours Renting? 
6.3.2 Unique Features in Each Housing Market 
6.4 Relationship of Residential and Work Place and Internal Migration 
6.5 Tenure Choices of Movers and Non-Movers 
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6.1 People who Seek for Government Housing Assistance-
Subsidized Renting and Subsidized Owning 
This sub-chapter examines the results of regression 2a of model 2 as shown in 
Table 16. 
Households with more members (UHSIZE) are more likely to choose public 
housing, meaning that they hope to obtain public housing assistance from government 
instead of entering into the private housing market. With other variables being 
constant (i.e. under the same income constraint), the larger the household size, the 
smaller amount of money each member can use. They would have to cut down their 
expenses under the same amount of monthly household income. Their need of getting 
financial assistance from the government is thus increased. Besides, household size 
increases housing needs and people expect to have a large physical quantity of 
housing to house more household members. As a result, it would be easier for them 
and more eligible to get public housing from the government than households in 
smaller size with the same amount of household income. As household size increases, 
it is more likely for household to apply for public housing 
Government housing subsidies are also common among households with elderly 
(ELDER_65). Elderly aged above 65 are usually groups of inactive workers or they 
may have reached the age of retirement. In general, they may be workers with 
relatively less competitiveness and earning power compared to other younger workers. 
The government offers various allocation schemes for families with people aged 60 or 
above and gives elderly people in need priority access to public housing. Households 
with more elderly members are more eligible for social housing programs compared 
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to other households under the same amount of household income. Moreover, there are 
many elderly people living alone by themselves or with other elderly. They need 
government housing support to finance their expenses, especially housing 
expenditures in Hong Kong, a place well-known for its high rental and housing prices 
such as Hong Kong (see Chapter 3.5). Same results are found for households aged 65 
or above (control group: age65up). 79.4% of them (23,016 out of 28,974 people aged 
65 or above) have retired. However, the data does not give information about the 
affordability of retired people. They may possess a lot of accumulated wealth or have 
financial problem and need to seek for government assistance. Empirical results 
reveal that public housing is also popular among people aged 65 and above. To 
qualify for those public housing schemes, elderly have to satisfy the maximum 
income criteria set by housing agencies. Therefore, there is a higher chance that those 
elderly are in financial need. 
Female household heads (control group: FEMALE) are found to choose public 
housings with higher probabilities than male counterparts. Marital status may be the 
significant reason for this result. 42.1% of female household heads (i.e. 17,007 out of 
40,421 female household heads) are either widowed or divorced with the average 
household income of $16,298 which is much lower than the mean value of overall 
monthly household income of $26,667. For male household heads, there are only 
5,769 out of 102,838 (i.e. 5.6%) widowed or divorced men with average household 
income of $18,019. Relatively speaking, larger proportion of women belongs to 
widowed or divorced groups and these people are needier to get public housing 
assistance with their low household income. This is consistent with the results found 
among widowed and divorced heads (marit一OTHERS) and heads with lower monthly 
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household income (MONTHLYHINC). Average monthly income of widowed and 
divorced group is $16,734 which is much lower than that of single and married 
household heads (i.e. $25,193 and $29,079 respectively). With lower household 
income, widowed and divorced people have higher incentive to seek for government's 
help and apply for public housing. 
Chinese people (CHINESE) are more likely to choose public housing as Hong 
Kong government provides many different housing schemes for public who are 
• 12 
permanent residents . Foreigners are less likely to be permanent residents and 
therefore be eligible for government housing. All eligible and successful applicants 
can enjoy great housing assistance from government. This reveals that all Chinese 
would likely to get housing assistance from the government and this taste of favouring 
government housing programs exhibits Chinese have strong dependence on the 
government and the uniqueness of Hong Kong government. 
Same result is found among non-educated people (eduNOSCH) and inactive 
people (INACTIVE) as they are relatively less skillful with less earning power. 
Non-educated people would like to get housing assistance from government. They are 
usually people with less professional skills and knowledge and thus their earning 
potentials are relatively lower than educated people. They need help from government 
the most as they are generally in the lowest income group (see Table 19 in the 
Appendix 5). Their salaries may not be enough to cover their daily expenses and 
living costs, leaving no money for savings. They would surely find it nearly 
impossible to afford private owning under this situation. To address this need, a 
12 They hold a Hong Kong Identity Card having the right to abode in Hong Kong or stay in Hong 
Kong without any limitations and have resided in Hong Kong for at least seven years. 
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variety of public housing programmes are promoted, thereby improving the lives of 
the poorer public. Individuals qualified for such programmes are more likely to 
choose public housing market. It usually takes three years to have a public house 
allocated, and they may choose a private rental while waiting. For inactive persons, 
the majority of them are home-makers (46.9%), job-seekers who are available for 
work (20.6%) and persons not seeking work because of temporary sickness or injury 
(14.5%). They are unemployed, and therefore are less able to afford buying a home 
with the average household income of $15,974. 
Besides, compared to the control group of industries and occupations defined in 
the Appendix 3 (industNA & occupNA)，people in all industries (industME, industC, 
industWR, industTSC, industFIRB, industCSPS) and with all occupations are found 
to be significant (occupAP, occupCL, occupAF, occupPM, occupEO) are also more 
likely to enter into public housing market than private one. This may be explained by 
the fact that they are taxpayers and have contributed to building the economy and 
social welfare. They may believe that the government should provide them with 
housing assistance in return as they are facing high private housing and rental prices 
which they may not afford to pay for a living. They may hope to exercise their rights 
of residents and being allocated to public housings and enjoy the benefits through 
government housing support. They think they deserve to receive public assistance as 
long as they are qualified for those public housing programs. In addition, with 
increasing number of new immigrants from mainland China applying for social 
welfare benefits from the Hong Kong government, the enthusiasm and eagerness of 
eligible Hong Kong residents to line up for public housing dwellings is thus on the 
rise. 
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Household heads with smaller rent to income ratio (RENT—INC) are found to 
favour public housings. The smaller the rent to income ratio, the smaller amount of 
income paid for housing rent, and the more likely the individual is a public rental 
tenant as the public rent is heavily subsidized by the government and found to be the 
lowest in the rental housing sector. Public rental tenants would surely like to stay in 
the public rental housings they are living in and are usually not willing to move out 
from the highly beneficial public housing market to non-subsidized and self-sustained 
private housing market. Besides, the same result is found in household heads with 
smaller mortgage to income ratios (MORT INC). People in this group are usually 
owners of subsidized housings offered by the HKHA and HKHS. Houses under public 
housing schemes are generally sold at a 30% discount from the market value. They 
may have strong incentive to be homeowners but can only afford buying homes with 
government support. This is why they are more likely to choose public housing 
market. 
Movers who had internal migration (moveD) and non-movers (moveNM) are 
more likely to choose both public housing choices. Please refer to Chapter 6.5 for 
detail explanations. In addition, households with different place of residence and work 
(control group: diffRW) are more likely to choose public housings (see Chapter 6.4). 
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6.2 People who Favour Private Housing Market 
This sub-chapter examines the results of regression 2b of model 2 as shown in 
Table 16. 
People who buy homes are required to pay not only the monthly installments, but 
also the down payment at the time of purchase and other registration fees. However, 
renters only need to pay the monthly rent or other maintenance costs requested by the 
owner. Therefore in this chapter, it is assumed that people who choose owning can 
also afford on renting and they just have stronger preference for owning as compared 
to renting. 
Households with more children (CHILD 15) are more likely to enter the private 
housing market than the private one. This may be due to many of these households 
wanting to live in a nicer home managed by private management agencies, hoping to 
provide a more comfortable and spacious living environment for their children. The 
reason for households' preference on private housing market may be that they believe 
homeownership in this market would be beneficial to children and thus they choose to 
live in this potentially better housing environment (refer to Chapter 2.1 for details). 
Even though subsidized ownership of houses are better managed by the government 
than PRH, and are associated with lower transaction costs than private houses, 
households are more likely to enter into the private housing market as private houses 
may be at higher quality with better neighborhood development due to more 
investment of social capital and local amenities by homeowners. Moreover, 
distribution of schooling of students is dictated by bureaucracy and based on the 
location the students live and therefore residential location is one of the keys to entry 
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of good school. Most kindergarten graduates will be allocated by government to 
primary schools in the same district they live. Secondary schools in Hong Kong are 
generally sorted into five bands with schools in band one are considered the best and 
those in band five are at the lowest quality. It is common for many local parents to 
move to a specific district in which they hope their children to be assigned to study in 
a desired school located in that district. They can choose their residential location only 
in private housing market but not the public one. 
Male household heads (MALE) are found to favour private housing market. 
Among all male heads, 83.3% of them (47,418 out of 56,941 male) are married. First, 
married male heads in Chinese culture especially are generally considered as the most 
important and central member in the family as they are usually the main financial 
source and have the greatest power in making decisions. They bear much of the 
responsibility for providing for their families and hoping to offer them a good living 
environment in which they may believe private houses are at higher quality. Secondly, 
many newly married couples are more likely to move out of their parents' homes and 
buy or rent in private housing market due to their strong preference for forming a 
family of their own. Their chance to be allocated to public housings is low since it 
usually takes three years for the whole allocation process and also applicants have to 
satisfy those income requirements (refer to the Appendix 4). On the other hand, 
private housing does not impose any restriction and are available to all those who can 
afford. Thirdly, many people are proud to live in private housing. The housing 
expenditures are normally higher than in the heavily subsidized public sector. Those 
male heads may feel that living in the private sector can help build up a higher social 
class image and reputation as it reveals their substantial financial status. The same 
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results are found among people with educational attainment ranging from primary 
school to college (eduPRlM, eduHIGHSCH, eduTECHSCH, eduCOLLEGE). 
Educated people may also have the same belief. 
People aged from 25 to 54 (age2534, age3544 and age4554) are also more likely 
to choose private housing market compared to the control group of people aged 65 or 
above (age65up). This can relate to the generosity of the Hong Kong government in 
offering privileges to the elderly through public housing schemes, causing them to be 
more likely to choose public housing among the elderly people. Singled and married 
people (SINGLE, MARRIED) are found to favour the private market as well. This 
can be explained by the need of the control group, widowed or separated individuals 
(control group: marit_OTHERS), to seek for government assistance. 
The private market is also welcomed by employees, and employers (EMPLOYEE, 
EMPLOYER) compared to the control group of inactive people (INACTIVE). 
Employees and employers receive monthly income and thus are more able to afford 
private housing. The average monthly household incomes of employees and 
employers are $39,166 and $42,096 respectively, which are much higher than the 
inactive group of $17,530. 
Now, let us look at the economic variables. Households with higher rent to income 
(RENT ING) favour private housing. Renting is a kind of consumption rather than 
investment. A high rent to income ratio means a large part of income is spent on 
housing rent and thus on consumption. Households with a higher rent to income ratio 
of this may become less willing to sacrifice huge amount of income on rent. They 
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then would like to choose buy homes instead of paying the rent. The higher the ratio, 
the lower the possibility to be qualified for public housings, the more likelihood for 
them to enter into the private market. The preference for private housing is also more 
likely to be found among households with higher mortgage to income ratio 
(MORTJNC). 
Results of monthly household income (MONTHLYHINC) are consistent with our 
expectation. People with higher personal income have higher purchasing power. Thus, 
they become less qualified for public housing programs and more affordable to enter 
into the private housing market relative to those with lower income. 
Heads of households moved from moved from other countries to Hong Kong 
(moveCO) are more likely to enter into the private market. Detail explanations are 
given in Chapter 6.5. 
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6.3 Tenure Choice in Both Public and Private Housing Market 
This sub-chapter examines the results of regression 2b and 2c of model 2 as 
shown in Table 16. 
Tenants in both the public and private housing markets have similar pattern of 
tenure choice. The regressions in models 2b and 2c exhibit similar results. First, 
Chapter 6.3.1 investigates the similarities of tenure choice in both housing markets. 
Then, the unique features of some determinants on tenure choice in each market are 
discussed in Chapter 6.3.2. 
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6.3.1 Similarities of Tenure Choice in Both Housing Markets 
i Who Favours Owning? 
Immobility of property discourages United States residents to buy houses as 
unexpected inter-state move may occur. People may need to move to another state 
when they change jobs and thus they favour renting over owning. However, the 
situation in Hong Kong is totally different from United States. Hong Kong is small 
and everywhere is easily accessible. It eliminates the long commutes found in many 
other major cities. Even if one begins a job in a new location, he can still commute to 
work easily using the well-developed transportation network. In general, the change 
of job location would not alter the place of living. 
In both regressions 2b and 2c, people aged from 35 to 44 (age3544, age4554 and 
age5564) in both public and private housing markets favour owning over renting 
relative to the control group of age65up. In this highly civilized society, Hong Kong 
government grants every resident the opportunity to go to school and receive proper 
education. People are getting more educated than in the past and also more learning 
opportunities are open to new generations. The percentage of non-educated people or 
those receiving education only up to kindergarten level has decreased across the age 
groups of age65up, age5564，age4554 and age3544, which are 41.6%, 15.0%, 5.3% 
and 2.3% respectively in model 2b of public sector and 27.5%, 7.3%, 2.1% and 0.6% 
respectively in model 2c of the private sector. Educated people usually earn more than 
non-educated ones. We can check the average monthly household income across the 
four age groups mentioned. They are $14,020, $20,933, $20,620 and $19,142 in the 
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public sector and $17,913, $30,567, $37,143 and $39,097 in the private sector. 
Consequently, household heads in age groups (age3544, age4554 and age5564) are 
more easily afford owning than the control group (age65up). 
This is consistent with the results of variables eduPRIM, eduHIGHSCH, 
eduTECHSCH in regressions 2b and 2c. It shows people with educational attainment 
ranging from primary school to college choose owning over renting. This reveals that 
educated people like to have their own private houses. This can be explained by their 
interest of having their own sheltered home, stable living conditions and career path. 
They can enjoy life without worrying about the increase in market rents. If they are 
renters, they need to face the risk of unexpected rises in housing rent and change their 
consumption pattern. 
Many previous studies indicate retired people have more accumulated wealth and 
have higher potential to buy homes. In this paper, 80.8% and 77.4% of people aged 65 
or above (control group: age65up) have retired in public and private markets 
respectively. Results in this analysis are surprisingly different from those findings in 
previous studies. People aged 65 or above (control group: age65up) with the majority 
of retired people are more likely to choose renting than owning. The main reason for 
this behaviour may be the privilege given to elderly people in the allocation of public 
houses. The distortion caused by the public housing schemes may change the tenure 
choice decisions of elderly people in Hong Kong and causes them to welcome 
government assistance. Although another variable RETIRED is found significantly 
positive in model 2c, it should be noted that retired people are compared to the control 
group of inactive people (control group: INACTIVE). Inactive people are generally 
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considered to have less ability to buy homes and therefore when compared to them, 
retired people are more likely to choose owning than renting. 
Widowed or separated people (control group: marit一OTHERS) also favour 
owning over renting. From the result of regression 2a, they are more likely to choose 
public housing. That means this group of people favour subsidized ownership of 
housing subsidized by the government. Possessing a self-owned property may make 
them feel secure and better protected. They can have their own shelter in case of any 
increase in market rent or price, and unexpected circumstances. 
In addition, households with higher rent to income ratios (RENT ING) in both 
markets have the same preference on owning. The higher the ratio, less chance a 
person is a public tenant. As mentioned in Chapter 6.2, renting is not an investment 
but consumption. A high ratio means that a person spends a high amount on rent and 
thus on consumption. Households with high rent to income ratio may become less 
willing to sacrifice much income on rent. They would then rather choose to buy 
homes than rent. 
Non-movers (moveNM) are also more likely to choose owning than renting. 
Please refer to Chapter 6.5 for details. 
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ii Who Favours Renting? 
For this part, the data set employed does not show the reasons of choosing 
private rentals and types of private rental houses in which people live in. In other 
words, we do not know whether a person rents places of high or low quality. They 
may not have the intention to own and like to rent or they cannot afford paying the 
down payment even if they have strong desire to be homeowners. They may want to 
save more for a future home purchase by private renting now. This is to say renters 
may also want to buy homes but are in financial hardship. Therefore with data 
limitation, it is assumed that private renters cannot afford private owning. 
People aged 65 or above (age65up) are more likely to choose renting than 
owning. The reason suggested for this phenomenon is the privilege given to elderly in 
public housing programs and this encourages elderly to apply. Single heads (SINGLE) 
also favour renting over owning. They bear less responsibility to take care of their 
family than the control group of widowed or separated people who may want to buy 
homes for self-protection or for providing a stable living environment for their 
children. Therefore, their incentive to buy homes is lowered. Moreover, people with 
no schooling or educational attainment only up to kindergarten (control group: 
eduNOSCH) are more likely to choose renting. They may not able to afford buying 
homes and would like to get help from government. 
In addition, household heads with lower rent to income ratio (RENT ING) have 
this tenure choice preference as well. They may enjoy living in rental flat as the rent 
only takes a small portion of their income. They may not be willing to change their 
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tenure mode and spend a lot more to become a homeowner. On the contrary, 
household heads with a high mortgage to income ratio (MORT INC) would like to 
change their tenure mode and become renters. They are groups of people who start 
with a strong interest in being homeowners but after purchasing homes, they may find 
living difficult with large part of income spent on the mortgage payment and consider 
renting as an alternative choice with lower costs. Interest in home-owning may be lost 
and they would like to rent in order to lessen their burden. 
Movers from other countries (moveCO) also favour renting. Detail explanation 
would be given in Chapter 6.5. 
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6.3.2 Unique Features in Each Housing Market 
i The Public Housing Market 
This sub-chapter investigates the results in regression 2b. One special feature 
found is the likelihood of choosing subsidized renting among people in all 
occupations (occupMA, occupP, occupAP, occupCL, occupSW, occupAF, occupPM 
and occupEO) compared to the control group of inactive people (occupNA). These 
results are similar to that of the variables (industME, industC, industWR, industTSC, 
industFIRB and industCSPS) in regression 2a. People in all those industries are more 
likely to choose the public housing market. As mentioned in Chapter 6.1, they may 
believe that they are a good citizen and contribute the society in many forms of taxes. 
As a result, they would like to request the government provides housing assistance as 
a way to get social welfare back from the society. These results may confirm the 
uniqueness and attractiveness of public housing schemes in Hong Kong to the general 
public. Besides, employee (EMPLOYEE) also favour subsidized owning as they may 
have high incentive to own homes. 
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ii The Private Housing Market 
This sub-chapter discusses regression 2c. One of the distinguishing features found 
in this market is the preference of private owning among households with children 
aged under 15 (CHILD 15). Many studies indicate that home-owning would bring 
benefits to children of homeowners. DiPasuqale (1999) points out that 
homeownership should create incentives for households to improve the quality of 
their communities since community quality is capitalized into the value of their homes. 
Homeownership will increase investment in both social capital and local amenities. 
Haurin, Dietz and Weinberg (2003) reveal that greater stability created by 
homeownership helps build and strengthen the neighborhood's social network. A 
stronger network causes a variety of positive social outcomes like improved child 
cognition and behaviour (Haurin, Parcel, and Haurin 2002b) or better civic virtues 
(DiPasquale and Glaeser 1999) as stated in Chapter2.1.This result seems to agree with 
the central idea of previous studies that homeownership would be beneficial to 
children. 
Male heads are typically hypothesized to be more likely to buy homes as possible 
self-selection or gender discrimination may exist among females. Many economists 
believe that females earn less and have less ability to afford buying houses than males 
and therefore are more likely to receive subsidies from government or choose private 
rental over private ownership. However, it is interesting to note that in this analysis 
the opposite result is found and it is males (MALE) who tend to choose private rental. 
That means that female heads of households favor private ownership more than their 
counterparts. The following four reasons may explain this result: 
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First, 13.97% of female homeowners are widowers and the property they possess 
may be passed from their deceased husbands. Perhaps, they may have the same belief 
as divorced or separated women, which make up 20.18% of female homeowners, and 
who feel safer and more protected by being homeowners. 
Secondly, it is increasingly common for women to delay getting married or even 
not marry at all. 24.8% of female homeowners are single in the private housing 
market. Women nowadays are much more independent than before both financially 
and spiritually. Women have higher salaries than in the past (see Table 20 in the 
Appendix 5) and are more able to afford buying houses. Finding a good husband is 
not considered as much as a life-time goal as it was in the past. Moreover, the 
increasingly high divorce rate of couples (see Table 21 in the Appendix 5) lowers 
women's confidence in marriage. Therefore, increased prevalence of marriage 
postponement and spinsterhood makes single women buy homes to provide 
themselves a shelter. 
Third, women are becoming more educated than ever before and the number of 
qualified women candidates has increased drastically. The educational attainment of 
the population improved continuously over the last decade. According to main report 
of Population Census 2001，the proportions of women and men having attended 
secondary and above education were 67.4% and 75.0% respectively in 2001. The 
corresponding proportions were 57.2% and 66.8% in 1991. More and better 
educational opportunities are available to women and thus women showed a relatively 
greater improvement in educational attainment than men. Moreover, compared to ten 
years ago, more women attended tertiary education nowadays. In 1991, as shown in 
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Table 22 in the Appendix 5，the proportion of women (9.4%) with tertiary education 
was lower than that of men (13%); and by 2001，15.1% of women were with tertiary 
education, compared with 17.8% of men. Women showed a relatively greater 
improvement in attaining tertiary education. Women also made up more than half 
(51.6%) of the students studying in tertiary institutions in 2001. 
Fourth, perhaps some female homeowners are not the real owner of the house with 
the fact that other family members paid for the property and the name of female 
homeowner was chosen for registration only. It may not imply that female are more 
likely to own than to rent. 
Fifth, this may result from the promotion of equality of opportunities between 
men and women in Hong Kong. With the set of The Equal Opportunities Commission 
(EOC) in 1996，promotion of diversity and equality and implementation of the Sex 
Discrimination Ordinance (SDO) have been carried out massively. It aims at fostering 
an inclusive society in which all individuals are treated with respect and dignity. 
Women's status has significantly improved over the past 20 years. Women in Hong 
Kong nowadays are more concern with equal rights than in the past. This is very 
much a global trend. Most women have better control of their lives now and many can 
pursue careers of their choices. We have women who are in key positions in the public 
sector, as well as in the corporate world. Women are more likely than men to see the 
challenge of balancing work and family responsibilities as an obstacle to success. 
Homeowning is not the privilege for men. 
The five reasons above show that women in Hong Kong attain higher social and 
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economic status than in the past. These cause them to be more likely to choose private 
ownership. 
The majority of Chinese people (CHINESE) favour private owning. They may 
have a traditional and cultural thinking of feeling more secure by having their own 
property rather than living in an rented one as suggested by many previous studies. 
Skaburskis (1996) finds that Chinese tend to have higher propensities for 
homeownership than other race-ethnic groups. Zhou (1992) suggests that Chinese 
immigrants feel less secure if not beinga homeowner and there exists significant 
peer pressure among Chinese groups to own homes. Chen (1992) also suggests that 
homeownership is deeply rooted in Chinese culture and Chinese immigrants tend to 
try their best to purchase their own home than other people. Being homeowners, 
people do not need to worry about the increases in market rents and resulting 
revisions in their consumption patterns regularly. They work hard to save for buying 
house and hope to enjoy the pride and reputation brought about by being homeowner. 
They may want to live in an environment with better residential management 
provided by some private housing agencies. Also, people consider think renting is a 
kind of consumption but owning belongs to investment and is a way of storing wealth. 
It is more worthwhile to invest than to consume on real estate and so they favor 
private ownership. 
Compared to inactive people (control group: INACTIVE), retired heads 
(RETIRED) favour private ownership since they may have more accumulated wealth 
throughout their life time than the control group of people. As expected, households 
with more monthly household income also favour private ownership. Besides, people 
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living and working in the same district (sameRW) are more likely to choose private 
rental. They may want to rent a place close to their workplace because it is more 
convenient. 
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6.4 Relationship of Residential and Work Place fsameRW) and 
Internal Migration (moveD� 
An inclusion of a new variable sameRW gives merits to this study as previous 
studies do not look into the possible significant impact on the tenure choice decision 
made by people living and working in the same place. What determine the residential 
locations of people in the society? Why some people live and work in different 
districts? Is that because of the allocation of public housings? These questions of 
location and tenure choice are essential to city-planning. One of the major themes of 
the KCRC Linear City Research Project is the demand for public transportation. 
Leung (2004) mentions that public facilities need to be distributed proportionally to 
population and the traffic flow will be smaller with people living and working in the 
same district. In addition, he points out that the underlying huge public housing 
project drives the huge demand of public transport, and if the government starts to 
withdraw from the housing market and offers people with home-purchase allowance 
or rent allowance instead of providing public houses, a decrease in the growth of 
transportation demand will occur gradually. 
Regression 2a shows that people living and working in the same place are more 
likely to choose the private housing market than the public one. Why do they have 
this housing market preference? First, they may wish to decide where to live 
according to where they work and thus they can only choose private housing market 
instead of the public one. They have the freedom to choose the residential location if 
they purchase or rent units from the private market. However, subsidized ownership 
and subsidized rental are not choices of public tenants but results of computer 
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allocation. Second, it usually takes three years for applicants to successfully get public 
housing. Third, they may enjoy the convenience brought about by living and working 
in the same district in private market as they can have a shorter commute, have more 
relaxation time and lower transportation costs. They may not want to travel a long 
way to or from work. Fourth, for household heads with kids, they may want to move 
and live in districts with good primary and secondary schools (refer to Chapter 6.2). 
Only private housing market provides them with freedom to choose the district they 
want to live in. 
TABLE 23 
Distribution of Residential and Work Place of Population in Hong Kong 
Percentage of population 
People living and working in the same 15.84% 
district (sameRW) — — 运—69�^ 
People living and working in the different 84.16% 
district (diflRW) — — — — — ^ ^ 
^ — 懸 . (143,258) 
From Table 23, we can see only 15.8% (22,692 out of 143,258 people) of the 
household heads live and work in the same district. That means the majority (84.2%) 
of population (120,566 out of 143,256 people) lives and works in the different 
districts. As mentioned above, it is more convenient for people to live and work in the 
same district. However, why is the percentage at low level? Why does the majority of 
population live and work in different districts? 
Households with kids may behave differently from those without. They may move 
to districts with good primary or secondary schools (as discussed in Chapter 6.2) but 
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this restricts their residential choice and cause them to travel to other districts for 
work. This may appear to be one of the possible reasons. However, the empirical 
results found do not agree with this hypothesis. The tenure choice decisions are 
similar among households with or without kids, singled or married (see Table 24 in 
the Appendix 5). 
Another possible explanation is the policy-driven mis-matching theory suggested 
by Wong (1998). He mentions that the location choices of public tenants are highly 
distorted by the public housing policy. Though public housing applicants cannot 
choose to live wherever they like, those programs are still popular due to low 
associated costs. This residential distortion in turn brings about transportation 
distortion as public tenants have to move to other districts to work and commute more. 
If subsidized ownership and subsidized rental are charged at market rents and prices, 
people would find the same living costs in both private and public markets. For an 
individual facing the same transaction costs, he would surely choose a place he wants 
to live and work in order to maximize utility. Since houses in the private market 
provide much flexibility and freedom for both renters and homeowners, people would 
certainly choose to dwell in private housing. In general, people will choose the same 
residence and work place in private housing market for the reasons discussed above. 
They would not stand and wait in a long queue for applying social housing program. 
This study suggests that the price effect of housing subsidy programs highly distorts 
the decision of selecting tenure choice between private and public housing markets 
made by households. In the Appendix 5，Table 25 states the tenure choice of people 
living and working in the same or different districts whereas Table 26 shows the 
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tenure choice of movers migrated internally. 
Now, this part would try to relate the results of two variables, namely diffRW and 
moveD. Household heads who live and work in different places (control group: 
sameRW=0/diffRW= 1) and also movers who had migrated internally (moveD) favour 
public housing market. 
Let us assume people originally worked and lived in the same district and they 
were waiting for the allocation of public house with their strong desire to obtain 
public housing assistance, and were then given a public house located in another 
district. The allocation made them incur a move (moveD). After moving, people lived 
in the public house located in another district from their work place and that means 
they have different districts of work place and residential (diffRW). This suggests 
variables moveD and diffRW are inter-related. In order to live in public housing, those 
people need to move and accept to work and live in different districts. It is common 
for public tenants to stick to their public house and not move out. This explains why 
movers who migrated internally (i.e. public tenants) are more likely to choose public 
housing market. This result of moveD matches with that of the variable diffRW. 
People who work in a different area than they live may be movers who had migrated 
internally under the assumption made. 
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TABLE 27 
Location Distribution of Public Housing 
_ District Number of Heads | Percentage(%) 
_ 1 Central and Western 143 0.21 
__2 WanChai 7 o .O l 
3 Eastern 4,524 6.19 
4 Southern 2,965 4.45 
_ 5 Yau Tsim Mong 497 0.75 
6 ShamShuiPo 3,013 4.52" 
_ 7 KowloonCity 1,610 2.42 
8 WongTaiSin — 7,771 _ 11.66 
9 KwunTong 8,426 1 2 . ^ 
10 Sai Kung (including Tseimg Kwan O) 4,439 6.66 
11 TsuenWan 1,460 2.19 
12 Tuen Mim 6 , 1 ^ 9.22 
13 Yuen Long (including Tin Shui Wai) 3,591 5.33 
"T4Norfli — 3,369 5.05 
"TI TaiPo — 3,303 4.96 
"T6 ShaTin — 7,757 11.64 
~17 KwaiTsing 7,146 10.73 
18 Islands (including North Lantau) ^ 0.70 
Total number of public housings 66,628 100 
There are altogether 66,628 public tenants in this analysis. From Table 27 above 
which reveals the location distribution of public housings, the majority of public 
tenants (12.7%) live in Kwun long (i.e. 8,426) with many public housings also locate 
in districts such as Wong Tai Sin (11.7%; 7,771), Sha Tin (11.6%; 7,757), Kwai Tsing 
(10.7%; 7,146) and Tuen Mun (9.2%; 6,146). Each of these districts houses around 
10% of the whole population of public tenants. Besides, Eastern (6.8%; 4,524), Sai 
Kung (6.7%; 4,439), Yuen Long (5.3%; 3,591), North (5.1%; 3,369) and Tai Po (5.0%, 
3,303) are districts with percentage of public housings at about 5%. 
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TABLE 28 
Residential Distribution of Movers Migrated Internally 
District Number of Heads Percentage (%) 
_ 1 Central and Western 1,005 3.31 
2 WanChai — 811 1 石 
3 Eastern — 1,827 6.o7 
4 Southern 860 2.83 
_ 5 YauTsimMong 1,503 4.95 
6 ShamShuiPo 1,280 4.22 
7 KowloonCity 1,447 4.77 
8 Wong Tai Sin 2，109 6.95 
~ 9 KwunTong — 1,866 6.1?" 
10 Sai Kung (including Tseung Kwan O) 3,003 9.90 
"TT Tsuen Wan 1,188 3.92 
"T2 TuenMun 1,872 6.17 
"73 Yuen Long (including Tin Shui Wai) 3,382" 11.14 
“14 Norfli — 1,567 5.lT 
" H TaiPo 1,130 “ 3.73" 
1 6 Sha Tin 2,835 “ 9.34" 
"T? KwaiTsing 1,804 “ 
"Ts Islands (including North Lantau) 847 2.79 
Total no. of public housings 30,336 100 
Table 28 shows the residential distribution of movers migrated internally. The 
majority of these movers reside in Yuen Long (11.1%; 3,003 out of 30,336 movers) 
and Sai Kung (9.9%; 3,003 out of 30,336 movers). It can be thought that many 
movers move to new towns, like Tin Shui Wai in Yuen Long and Tseung Kwan O in 
Sai Kung, in which massive public housings were newly built. The reason for their 
move may be the allocation of public housing. As shown in Table 10 in the Appendix 
5, more and more people moved and lived in New Territories with newly developed 
towns located there. 
In conclusion, this paper confirms the mis-matching hypothesis of Wong (1998). 
The public housing programs create huge distortion which makes people living and 
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working in different districts. They highly distort the relationship between 
households' residence and work place. However, further research should be done 
regarding this issue and to investigate how large the mis-matching effect is. 
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6.5 Tenure Choices of Movers and Non-Movers 
Boehm (1981) indicates in his study that movers are unlikely to own because 
there is a fixed cost associated with ownership (the transactions cost of selling a house) 
whereas non-movers are likely to own due to their immobility. This paper suggests the 
tenure choice decisions found among movers and non-movers in Hong Kong agree 
with Boehm (1981). 
It is very common among public housing tenants to stay and live in the public 
rental dwellings for a life-time if they are not expelled out by housing organizations in 
charge. 
From regression 2a，household heads who moved to Hong Kong from China or 
other countries within past five years (moveCO) favour the private sector. In the 
Appendix 6, their preferences of housing market are given in Chart 13 whereas tenure 
mode distributions are shown in Charts 14 and 15. They may had moved to other 
countries in the past and then decided to move back to Hong Kong within five years 
(1997-2001) before the census was carried out. The majority of them are from other 
countries and mainland China. 66.8% of this group (3,224 out of 4,830 movers) is 
people come from other countries whereas 30.0% (1,450 out of 4,830 movers) is from 
mainland China (see Table 29 in the Appendix 5). Compared to the control group of 
movers who moved within the same district (control group: moveS), these movers 
have higher chance of moving again in future and also it takes them more effort or 
work to move back to their origin country. This may be why results in regressions 2b 
and 2c show that they (moveCO) favour renting more than owning as the former 
tenure mode incurs less transaction costs and allows them with more flexibility. When 
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people move into new homes, they usually want to sell their existing homes. 
Purchasing houses makes them less mobile because it takes time to find buyers and 
they cannot usually sell the property at once. Besides, they have to bear the 
maintenance cost, the property tax liability, interest payment on the mortgage etc. 
Therefore, private market rentals or private market ownership are welcomed by these 
movers due to the flexibility associated. 
Household heads who had not moved in past five years (moveNM) favour the 
public market. The preferences of housing market and tenure choice distributions are 
shown in Charts 16，17 and 18 of Appendix 6 respectively. Result in regression 2a 
shows that they would like to get housing assistance from the government. Among all 
non-movers, 99.4% and 97.8% (38,536 out of 39,406 non-movers) of them in public 
and private housing market respectively are Chinese people. This result matches with 
that of the variable CHINESE found in regression 2a. As discussed above, Chinese 
people have a strong desire to seek for government housing assistance as Hong Kong 
government is unique in providing homes for such a large proportion of the public. 
Living in low-cost public housing may make them feel more protected, secure and 
stable in life. 
In both housing markets (regression 2b and 2c), non-movers are more likely to 
buy homes than to rent. Choosing not to move home in the past implies that they are 
less mobile and more likely to stay at their present dwelling relative to other movers. 
Immobility, which is one of the characteristics of home owning, does not alter their 
decision on tenure choice as they may not have intention to move. 
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Chapter 7 Limitations of This Study 
First，we have no information on the reason for renting a private house. Whether 
the reason is unwillingness to own or inability to pay the down payment at time of 
purchase is unknown. If the first reason holds - a person is unwilling to own or has the 
intention to move again in the near future, they may like to choose a private rental 
over private ownership as renting incurs less transaction costs and provides more 
flexibility. When people want to move into a new home, they usually hope to sell their 
existing home. Owning house makes the household less mobile because it takes time 
to find a buyer when selling the property and maintenance costs, the property taxes, 
and interest payments add up as well. However if the second reason holds - they like 
to own but cannot afford to pay the down payment, they may want to save for down 
payment in order to purchase a home, suggesting that renters are more likely to own 
as well. However, we do not know the exact reason why one chooses renting in the 
private market. Therefore, it is assumed that private renters are those who really 
favour renting over owning, rather than people who favour owning but cannot afford 
private owning. 
Secondly, it is common to transfer houses from one generation to the next. Many 
parents like to pass their properties to sons and daughters in the form of gifts with the 
hope to provide them financial assistance to facilitate housing purchase. Also, houses 
may be bequeathed after the death of the old generations. It would be desirable to 
include income and parental wealth as additional explanatory variables. However, 
information regarding transfer of homes and whether or not a person has ever received 
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financial assistance or gift of house from their parents is not available in the data set. 
Thirdly, there is insufficient information of income variables. Wealth including 
financial assets, value of owned homes and other real estate, owned businesses, autos 
and other durables as well as the debt of a person are all unknown. Non-labor income 
such as from saving accounts, stock dividends, rents received from leasing their 
premises, inheritances, public transfers and other sources are not given in the data set. 
Next, the private housing market is assumed to have better management than the 
private market. The data sets do not show the quality and management of housings. 
Moreover, household heads who are homeowners may not be the real homeowners. 
They may just be representing the buyers and homeowners. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
This research work exploits the determinants of tenure choice in Hong Kong by 
estimating the housing decisions as a multinomial logit model. The statistical software 
STATA is employed to run the regressions of this empirical study. In Hong Kong, 
housing subsidies play an important role in offering basic accommodations and a 
good living environment for people in need. The housing market is unique compared 
to other foreign countries since the government has pervasively intervened through 
providing massive public rental houses and subsidized flats to needy families. The 
Hong Kong government fully recognizes its responsibilities to provide assistance to 
low-income families who cannot afford private housing market. Nearly half of the 
population resides in public housings. 
It is interesting to find that people in Hong Kong both favor homeownership and 
also long for government housing assistance to a high degree. Some results are 
consistent with previous studies that households with more children, educated people, 
workers, and a higher income effect are more likely to choose owning. A higher 
rent-to-income also positively affects a household choice to own. For larger 
households or those with more elderly people, more Chinese, widows, non-educated 
and inactive persons, people in all industries classified and with specific occupations, 
they are more likely to choose public housing modes. 
It is also interesting to note that people living and working in different places are 
more likely to enter public housing market rather than private one. The cause for 
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living and working in different places, perhaps, is the allocation to public housings. 
People need to incur a move to the allocated public housing with the majority living 
in Yuen Long and Sai Kung in which many new towns such as Tin Shui Wai and 
Tseung Kwan O. The same findings are found for movers who had moved internally. 
They are more likely to choose public housings. They may be those who moved their 
home to the allocated public housing allocated so as to enjoy the government subsidy 
It is suggested that the price effect caused by the public housing subsidy programs 
distorts the tenure choice between private and public housing markets of households. 
Public housing schemes distort the tenure choice of people. However, further research 
has to done to confirm this idea. 
It is worth noting that movers are more likely to rent and non-movers more likely 
to choose owning. These results confirm the central idea of previous study. However, 
the data sets employed do not show the likelihood that someone will move or change 
tenure status in any particular time period. Further research is expected to incorporate 
the information of expected mobility into this model in order to investigate its 
inter-relationship with past mobility pattern, current and past tenure choice modes in 
Hong Kong. 
It is hoped that this study can be used by housing experts and policy makers to 
better estimate the types of strategies and policies in order to help promote the 
home-ownership, and it can also be applied to the analysis of various policy issues. 
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BRO Buy or Rent Option 
GLCHS Government Low Cost Housing Scheme 
HALS Home Assistance Loan Scheme 
HKHA Hong Kong Housing Authority 
HKHS Hong Kong Housing Society 
HOS Home Ownership Scheme 
HPLS Home Purchase Loan Scheme 
HSLS Home Starter Loan Scheme 
LTHS Long Term Housing Scheme 
MRIR Median Rent-to-income Ratio 
PRH Public Rental Housing 
PSPS Private Sector Participation Scheme 
SCHS Sandwich Class Housing Scheme 
TPS Tenant Purchase Scheme 
TPS Tenants Purchase Scheme 
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Appendix 3 Descriptions of Explanatory Variables 
i Explanatory Variables 
Variable Description 
SR Social Renting ^ 
SO Subsidized Owning� 
PR Private Renting� 
PO Private Owning] 
UHSIZE Household size 
WORKPP No. of working household members 
ELDER一65 No. of elderly persons aged 65+ in household 
CHILD 15 No. of children aged under 15 in household 
MALE 1 if male, 0 otherwise 
Age2534 1 if aged between 25 and 34，0 otherwise. 
Age3544 1 if aged between 35 and 44，0 otherwise. 
Age4554 1 if aged between 45 and 54, 0 otherwise. 
Age5564 1 if aged between 55 and 64. 0 otherwise. 
SINGLE 1 if never married, 0 otherwise. 
MARRIED 1 if now married, 0 otherwise. 
bomplHK 1 if the place of birth is Hong Kong, 0 otherwise. 
bomplCHINA 1 if the place of birth is China, 0 otherwise. 
bomplOTHER 1 if the place of birth is non-Asian countries, 0 otherwise. 
CHINESE 1 if Chinese, 0 otherwise. 
sameRW 1 if lives and works in the same district, 0 otherwise. 
eduPRIM 1 if attained up to primary level (Primary 1-6/ Grade 1-6)，0 
otherwise. 
eduHIGHSCH 1 if attained up to high school level (Secondary l-7/Grade7-ll), 0 
otherwise. 
eduTECHSCH 1 if attained up to technical school level^, 0 otherwise. 
eduCOLLEGE 1 if attained up to college level^, 0 otherwise. 
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industME 1 if in industry of manufacturing? or electricity, gas and water, 0 
otherwise. 
industC 1 if in industry of construction^ 0 otherwise. 
industWR 1 if in industry of wholesale, retail and import/export Trades, 
restaurants and hotels, 0 otherwise. 
IndustTSC 1 if in industry of transport, storage and communication, 0 
otherwise. 
industFIRB 1 if in industry of financing^, insurance, real estate and business 
1 ^  
services , 0 otherwise. 
industCSPS 1 if in industry of community, social and personal services^ ，0 
otherwise. 
occupMA 1 if managers and administrators^^, 0 otherwise. 
occupP 1 if professionals^^, 0 otherwise. 
occupAP 1 if associate professionals^^, 0 otherwise. 
occupCL 1 if office clerks, customer services clerks or IT assistants, 0 
otherwise. 
occupSW 1 if personal and protective services workers, salespersons and 
models, transport and other services workers, 0 otherwise. 
occupAF 1 if skilled agricultural and fishery workers or craft and related 
workers^0 otherwise. 
occupPM 1 if industrial plant operators or stationary machine operators and 
assemblers, 0 otherwise. 
occupEO 1 if elementary occupations^^, 0 otherwise. 
EMPLOYEE 1 if employee^^ 0 otherwise. 
EMPLOYER 1 if employer^ 8, • otherwise. 
RETIRED 1 if retiredi9, 0 otherwise. 
RENT_INC Rent-to-income ratio 
MORT INC Mortgage payment and Loan Payment to Income Ratio 
MONTHLYHINC Monthly domestic household income for February 2001 
IncTOTAL 1 if total personal income from all employment, 0 otherwise. 
MoveD 1 if had internally migrated and moved from (a) from a DC 
district to another DC district; or (b) within a DC district in the 
New Territories, from a new town to another new town, or from a 
new town to other areas in the district or vice versa!。，0 otherwise. 
I l l 
moveCO 1 if moved from the mainland of China, Taiwan, Macao or other 
countries to Hong Kong, 0 otherwise. 
moveNM 1 if nonmovers, 0 otherwise. 
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ii Control Groups 
FEMALE MALE=0 if female. 
Age65up if aged 65 or up. 
Marit—OTHERS if widowed, divorced or separated. 
BomplOTHER if bom in countries exclude Hong Kong and the mainland of 
China. 
NONCHINESE CHINESE:� i f nonchinese. 
diffRW sameRW=0 if lives and works in different district. 
eduNOSCH if no schooling, kindergarten or child-care center. 
industNA if with industrial activities unidentified or inadequately described; 
persons who are unemployed or economically inactive; in 
industry of agricultural products; in industry of marine fishing and 
fishery products; in industry of mining and quarrying 
occupNA if occupations unidentifiable or inadequately described or persons 
who are unemployed or economically inactive. 
INACTIVE if economically inactive population^ ^  excludes retired persons or 
unemployed population��. 
moveS if had moved home and whose residence was different from the 
original one five years ago but were within the same District 
Council (DC), New Town or rural areas, 0 otherwise. 
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iii Notes 
1 Social Renting Flats include: (a). Housing Authority Rental Flats (Group A)- flats in 
housing estates previously known as Government Low Cost Housing and those built 
by Hong Kong Housing Authority, (b). Housing Authority Rental Flats (Group B)-
flats in housing estates previously known as Resettlement Estates but have been put 
under the management of the Housing Authority since 1973. (c). Housing Authority 
Rental Flats- rental flats in Interim Housing blocks and Tenants Purchase Scheme 
(TPS) blocks of the Housing Authority, (d). Housing Society Rental Blocks managed 
by the Hong Kong Housing Society, (e). Housing Authority Temporary Housing in 
the Hong Kong Authority temporary housing areas, (f). rental flats under Housing 
Authority Subsidized Sale Flats (g) rental flats under Housing Authority Subsidized 
Sale Flats (h) rental flats under Housing Authority Cottage Areas 
2. Subsidized owning includes: (a), flats sold under the Home Ownership Scheme 
(HOS), Middle Income Housing (MIH) Scheme, Private Sector Participation 
Scheme (PSPS), Buy or Rent Option (BRO) Scheme, Mortgage Subsidy Scheme 
(MSS) and TPS of the Hong Kong Housing Authority, but exclude those flats that 
can be traded in open market, (b). flats sold under the Flat for Sale Scheme (FFSS) 
and Sandwich Class Housing Scheme (SCHS) of the Hong Kong Housing Society, 
but exclude those flats that can be traded in open market, (c). flats sold in Housing 
Authority Cottage Areas 
3. This item includes: (a), rental private residential flats (in which flats built under the 
Urban Improvement Scheme of the Housing Society, flats built by the Hong Kong 
Settlers' Corporation and HOS/MIH/PSPS/FFSS flats that can be traded in open 
market are also put under this category), (b). rental Villas/Bungalows/Modem 
Village Houses, (c). rental private temporary huts. (d). rental commercial, industrial 
and other non-residential buildings, (e). rental hotel/hostel/holiday camps, (f). 
student dormitories, (g). staff quarters building 
4. Item 4 is the same as item 3 (a) - (d) but referring to owner-occupied flats, not 
rental flats. 
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5. Technical school refers to craft level (including apprenticeship), diploma/certificate 
courses in Institute of Vocational Education/former Polytechnics/commercial 
schools/industrial training centers of Vocational Training Council, higher 
diploma/endorsement certificate courses/associateship or equivalent courses in 
universities/Institute of Vocational Education, other sub-degree 
(diploma/ certificate/ associate degree) courses in universities, sub-degree 
(diploma/certificate) courses in other statutory, approved post-secondary colleges or 
distance learning courses, diploma/cerficiate courses in other post-secondary 
colleges or Hong Kong Institute of Education, nurse training courses 
6. College level refers to first-degree or taught postgraduate from local instiutions, 
non-local institutions or distance learning courses, research postgraduate from local 
or non-local institutions. 
7. Manufacturing refers to food, beverage industries and tobacco manufactures; 
manufacturing of wearing apparel, leather products, footwear and textiles goods; 
manufacturing of wood and cork products; furniture and fixtures; manufacturing of 
chemicals and chemical products, products of petroleum and coal, rubber products 
and plastic products; manufacturing of non-metallic mineral products, except 
products of petroleum and coal; manufacturing of basic metal industries; 
manufacturing of machinery, equipment, apparatus, parts and components, transport 
equipment, professional & scientific，measuring & controlling equipment and 
photographic & optical goods; manufacturing industries, N.E.C. 
8. Construction refers to new construction works- pre-erection works at building and 
construction sites; new construction works - architectural and civil engineering 
works at building and construction sites and miscellaneous new construction works; 
decoration, repair and maintenance; special trades- erection and general finishing; 
special trades- electrical and mechanical fitting; special trades- gas and water fitting; 
special trades- miscellaneous. 
9. Financing refers to banking, finance and investment companies, stock, commodity 
and bullion brokers, exchanges and services. 
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10. Real estate and business services refers to real estate, rental of machinery and 
equipment, legal services, accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services, 
architectural, surveying engineering and technical services, advertising and related 
services, data processing and tabulating services and miscellaneous business 
services. 
11. Community, social and personal services refers to public administration; sanitary 
and similar services; education services, research and scientific institutes, medical, 
dental, other health and veterinary services, welfare institutions, business, 
professional and labour associations, religious organizations and miscellaneous 
social and related community services; motion pictures and other entertainment 
services, libraries, museums, gardens and cultural services, miscellaneous 
amusement and recreational services; repair services, laundry, dry cleaning and 
garment services, domestic services and miscellaneous personal services; 
international and other extra-territorial bodies. 
12. Managers and administrators refer to government administrations and foreign 
diplomats; corporate managers or small business managers. 
13.Professionals refer to physical, mathematical and engineering science professionals; 
life science and health professionals; teaching professionals; legal, accounting, 
business and related professionals; social science and other professionals or 
IT/computer professionals. 
14. Associate professionals refer to item 13 but regarding associate professionals, not 
professionals. 
15. Craft and related workers refer to extraction and building trades workers; metal 
and machinery trades workers; precision, handicraft, printing and related trades 
workers or other craft and related workers. 
16. Elementary occupations refer to sales and services elementary occupations; 
labourers in mining, construction, manufacturing, agriculture and fishing. 
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17. Employees refer to a person who works for an employer (private companies or 
government) for wage, salary, commission, tips or payment in kind. Domestic 
helpers and paid family workers are also included here; outworkers are also 
included and is a person who is free to take his work/materials home or anywhere 
he likes for processiong. 
18. Employers refer to a person who works for profit or fees in his/her own 
business/profession and employs one or more persons to work for him/her; 
self-employed person who works as a street hawker for profit or fees and is 
neither employed by someone nor employing anyone; self-employed person who 
works in his own business, neither employed by someone nor employing anyone. 
Columunist is an example; unpaid family workers who works for no pay in a 
family business. Food and lodging and pocket money are not counted as pay. 
19. Retired persons refer to those who has worked previously but is not currently 
working because of old age. 
20. moveD=l refers to persons who lived in main urban areas presently and had 
moved: in from another DC within the same broad urban areas, in from another 
DC in different broad urban areas. In from New Town in N.T.，in from other rural 
areas in N.T.; persons who lived in New Town presently and had moved: in from 
rural areas of same DC, in from New Town of a different DC, in from rural areas 
of a different DC, in from DC of broad urban areas, in from New Town of same 
DC (applicable to Yuen Long, Sha Tin and Kwai Tsing only); persons who lived 
in other rural areas of N.T. presently and had moved: in from New Town of same 
DC; in from rural areas of different DC, in from New Town of a different DC, in 
from DC in broad urban areas; persons who moved from sea to land. 
21. Economically inactive population refers to home-makers who looks after the 
home without pay; students who study full-time in school or other educational 
institution. Persons who are self-studying informal courses in miscellaneous 
training institutes or studying evening courses and were not working during the 
seven days before the census moment are also included in this category. Student 
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workers are classified as economically active persons and are not included in this 
group; persons of independent means who does not have to work for a living. The 
cost of living is generally borne by rental receivable, savings, investment returns 
or remittances; immates in penal institutions, in-patients in psychiatric 
hospitals/infirmaries/convalescent hospitals; persons not seeking work because of 
temporary sickness/injury; persons not seeking because of permanent sickness/ 
disablement or other inactive persons. 
22. Unemployed population refers to job-seekers who are available for work; 
job-seekers who are not available for work because of temporary sickness/injury; 
persons waiting to take up new jobs/business; persons not seeking work because 
they expect to return to original jobs; persons not seeking work because suitable 
work is not available/difficult to get a job. 
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Appendix 4 Additional Notes of Public Housings 
Hong Kong government has participated a lot in catering the housing needs of 
low-income families and individuals. All rental housings are set at a discount of 
1 � 
market price. HKHA provides public rental flats to singletons or families who can 
fulfill the eligibility criteria applicable of ordinary families listed in Note 1 below and 
the limitations of total monthly income and current net assets value set by the HKHA 
shown in Tables 29 and 30 in the Appendix 5. Families with elderly member(s) aged 
60 or above are given priority in schemes Families with Elderly Persons Priority 
Schemei4 or Special Scheme for Families with Elderly Persons^Single elderly can 
join the Single Elderly Priority Scheme^^ or Elderly Persons Priority S c h e m e 
HKHS also launched a pilot project under the Senior Citizen Residence Scheme in 
August 2003，providing 240 purpose-built flats for eligible elderly people on a 
13 There are four main districts of Public Rental Housings: a. Urban (includes Hong Kong and 
Kowloon)，b. Extended Urban (includes Tung Chung, Sha Tin, Ma On Shan, Tseung Kwan 0，Tsuen 
Wan，Kwai Chung and Tsing Yi), c. the New Territories (includes Tin Shui Wai, Tai Po, Fanling, 
Sheung Shui, Tuen Mun and Yuen Long) and d. the Islands (excludes Tung Chung). Applicants who 
qualify to join the Single Elderly Persons Priority Scheme, the Elderly Persons Priority Scheme and the 
Families with Elderly Persons Priority Scheme may choose any district for allocation of PRH units. 
However, other applicants can only choose one district among the three non-urban areas for their future 
housing allocation since there are insufficient PRH units in the urban areas that can be allocated to all 
waiting list applicants. 
14 The applicant's family must consist of at least two members and at least one of them must be 
elderly relative. At the time of the investigation, the elderly person must have attained the aged of 60 or 
over and is willing to live with the younger member(s). 
15 This scheme allows young families to apply together with their elderly parents / dependent relatives 
in one or two applications for two separate flats under one or two tenancies in the same estate in the 
New Towns (i.e., Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Tin Shui Wai, Tai Po, Fanling and Sheung Shui). The 
applicant's family must be a nuclear family plus at least two elderly parents / dependent relatives. 
16 The applicant must be at least 58 years of age when applying. At the time of allocation, the 
applicant must reach 60，have lived in Hong Kong for seven years and is still living in Hong Kong. 
17 Two or more related or unrelated elderly persons who undertake to live together are eligible to 
apply. Unrelated members are required to sign the application form together. All of them must be at 




Besides, HKHS also provides subsidized housings for people in different sectors 
of the community, including Rental Estates (see Note 2). Rural Public Housing^^ 
Flat-for-Salei9，Sandwich Class Hous ing��and Urban Improvement^^ There is also 
another housing initiative of Senior Citizen Residence Scheme built for elderly in the 
middle-income group who have the means to live in an independent life. 
18 This scheme is designed to resettle residents affected by rural development in their original 
neighbourhoods. Three estates have been built (Sha Tau Kok Chuen，Lakeside Garden and Tui Min Hoi 
Chuen) since 1986，offering a total of 1,197 units. 
19 HS developed housing units for sale at concessionary prices to tenants in its rental estates and 
eligible applicants of the Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) since late 80’s. 10 estates (Clague Garden 
Estate, Ka Wai Chuen, Broadview Garden, Healthy Village, Cronin Garden, Bo Shek Mansion, 
Lakeside Garden, Verbena Heights, Kai Tak Garden and Tuen Mun Area 4C) providing 9,888 units 
were built. A secondary market was created in 1997 to allow eligible purchasers to buy Flat-For-
Sale units at a shorter resale restriction period. 
20 HS developed properties for sale (Park Belvedere, Sunshine Grove, Radiant Towers, The Pinnacle, 
Tivoli Garden, Hibiscus Park, Marina Habitat, Bel Air Heights, Cascades and Highland Park) at 
concessionary prices to eligible middle-income families, subject to a five-year resale restriction. 
Conversion of three Sandwich Class Housing developments totaling 3，146 units to private properties 
for sale at full market value was made in 2000 in view of the change of market need. 
21 In order to provide much more flats with better facilities, old rental estates in Sheung Li Uk in 
Shamshuipo, Hung Horn Chuen in Hung Horn, Bo Shek Dai Ha in Tsuen Wan, Kai Tak Estate in Wong 
Tai Sin, Healthy Village in North Point and Garden Estate in Ngau Tau Kok, have been redeveloped. 
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Note 1 Eligibility Criteria set by Hong Kong Housing Authority 
(HKHA) 
1. The applicant must be aged 18 or over. The applicant and his / her family 
members must hold a Hong Kong Identity Card having (a) the right to abode in 
Hong Kong or (b) stay in Hong Kong without any limitation and have resided in 
Hong Kong for at least seven years. All children under 18，regardless of their 
place of birth, will be deemed as having satisfied the 7-year residence rule 
provided that one of their parents has lived in Hong Kong for seven years. Family 
members who are not living in Hong Kong and have not landed are excluded in 
the application. 
2. A person aged under 18 must apply together with his / her parents or legal 
guardian. 
3. The applicant and the other family members must have either one of the following 
relationships: husband and wife, parents, children, grandparents, grandchildren, 
unmarried brothers and sisters or other dependent relatives who are willing to live 
with the applicant. 
4. All married family members included in the application must apply together with 
their spouse (except divorcee, widow / widower or spouse not residing in Hong 
Kong). 
5. Only one of the married children of the applicant may be included in the 
application. 
6. The applicant and his / her family members must declare the assets they own. The 
applicant and all family members listed in the application form must not (i) own 
or co-own any domestic property, (ii) have entered into any agreement to purchase 
a domestic property, or (iii) own more than 50% share in a company, which owns 
domestic properties. 
7. Ex-owners / ex-joint owners or former recipients of various subsidized home 
ownership schemes such as Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) / Private Sector 
Participation Scheme (PSPS), Mortgage Subsidy Scheme (MSS), Buy or Rent 
Option (BRO) and Home Assistance Loan Scheme (HALS) are not eligible for 
PRH. 
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8. Existing owners / joint owners / recipients (1-person households excepted) and 
their family members of various subsidized HOS are allowed to apply only after 
deletion of relevant records and subject to fulfilment of other PRH eligibility 
criteria. 
9. The total monthly income and current net asset value of the applicant and his / her 
family members must not exceed the maximum income and total net assets value 
imits as listed in Tables 30 and 31 in the Appendix 5. 
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Note 2 Eligibility Criteria set bv Hong Kong Housing Society 
(HKHS) 
1. The applicant must be aged 18 or over. The applicant and his / her family 
members must hold a Hong Kong Identity Card having (a) the right to abode in 
Hong Kong or (b) stay in Hong Kong without any limitation and have resided in 
Hong Kong for at least seven years. 
2. The applicant and his / her family members must declare the assets they own. 
The applicant and all family members listed in the application form must not (i) 
own or co-own any domestic property, (ii) have entered into any agreement to 
purchase a domestic property, or (iii) own more than 50% share in a company, 
which owns domestic properties. 
a. Group A Estates (targeted at low-income families) include: 
Broadview Garden, Cho Yiu Chuen, Chun Seen Mei Chuen, Clague Garden Estate， 
Healthy Village Site III，Jat Min Chuen, Ka Wai Chuen, Kwun Tong Garden 
Estate (old site)/ Lotus Tower, Lai Tak Tsuen, Lok Man Sun Chuen, Ming Wah 
Dai Ha, Moon Lok Dai Ha, Verbena Heights, Yue Kwong Chuen, Tui Min Hoi 
Chuen, Lakeside Garden. 
1. For application consists of one person only, the applicant must be an unmarried 
person, divorcee, widow/widower or married person on whose spouse is not 
residing in Hong Kong and is not a holder of a Hong Kong Identity Card. 
For application consists of two or more persons, applicant and other members 
must either be husband and wife, parents, children, siblings or relative depending 
on him/her and currently living together. 
2. The total monthly income and current net asset value of the applicant and his / her 
family members must not exceed the maximum income and total net assets value 
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limits as listed below: 
Family Size Maximum Monthly Maximum Family Assets 
Family Income ($) 
1 person $7,500 $210,000 
2 persons $13,500 $310,000 
3 to 4 persons $ 18,000 $440,000 
5 to 6 persons $22,000 $600,000 
7 persons & above $25,000 $600,000 
b. Group B Estates (for high-income families) includes: 
Tsuen Wan Bo Shek Mansion, North Point Healthy Village (Redeveloped) and 
Yaumati Prosperous Garden. 
1. An application should consist of at least two persons such as an applicant either 
with spouse, child, parent, sibling or a relative living together. 
2. The total monthly family income must be within and the family assets not 
exceeding the limits as listed below: 
No. of Persons Maximum Monthly Maximum Family Assets 
Family Income 
2 persons $13,501-$19,000 $310,000 
3 or 4 persons $18，001-$26，000 $440,000 
5 persons & above $25，001-$32，000 $600,000 
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Appendix 5 List of Tables 
TABLE 1 
Tenure Choice in European Countries in 1995 
Country Private Owning Private Renting Social Renting Total 
Ireland 80 9 11 20 
Spain 76 16 2 18 
Finland 72 11 14 25 
Egypt 70 26 0 _ 26 
崎 ^ 8 6 14 
Rexemburg ^ 31 2 33 
England ^ ^ ^ 
Portual ^ ^ 4 32 
Belgium ^ ^ 7 ？7 
Norway 60 18 4 22 
France ^ 21 17 ^ 
Danimrk 50 4 8 42 
Holland 47 17' 36 53 
Swedan 16 22 ^ 
Austria 41 22 23 45 
Germany ^ 36 26 ^ 
Switzerland 31 60 3 63 
Average 56 ^ 18 39 


























































































































































































































































































































Population of Hong Kong (1965-2003) 
Year Population (in milfions) 
1965~ 3.60 
1 9 6 ~ 3.63 
1 9 6 ~ 3.72 
1 9 6 ~ 3.80 
1 9 6 ~ 3.86 
1970~ 3.96 
1971 — 4.05 
1972— 4.12 — 
197厂 4.21 — I 
~1974 4.32 I 
"“1915 4 . 4 0 I 
1976~ 4.52 — : 
1 9 7 ~ 4.58 ； 
1978— 4.67 — I 
~1979 4.93 i 
1 9 8 ~ 5.06 
1981 一 5.18 — 
~ m i 5.26 
1983一 5.35 — 
""“1"984 5.40 
1985一 5.46 — 
1986— 5.52 — 
Tm 5.58 
1 9 8 ~ 5.63 
19S9 5.69 
1 9 9 ~ 5.70 
1991 “ 5.75 一 
1 9 9 ~ 5.80 
~1993 5.90 ： 
r994 6.04 
1995 一 6.16 一 
~1996 6.44 
1997 一 6.49 ： 
1998 — 6.54 
1999 一 6.61 — 
2 0 0 0 — 6.67 丨 
6.72 I 
~ 2 0 0 2 6.79 [ 
~2003 6.81 I 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Percentage of More or Less Well-Equipped Housings, 1991, 1996 and 2001 
Percentage of Quarters More/less 
WeH-equpped 
Year 19911 19961 2001 
More well-equpped housings 91.7 94.0 96.2 
Less well-equpped housings 6.2 3.9 2.3 
Notes: 
1. Quarters more well-equ^ped include public rental flats, Housing Authority subsidized sale 
flats, Housing Society subsidized sale flats, private residential flats and viDas/bimgalows/modem ；; 
village houses. 
2. Quarters less weU-equpped include simple stone sSiciiiesy^traStiomrviliag houses and 1 
Source: 2001 Population Census Main Report 
TABLE 10 
Distribution of Residential Location of Population in Hong Kong 
199l| 19961 
Kowloon 2,030,6831,987,996 2,023,979 
— . 3 ^ 0 % 3 0 2 % 
Hong Kong Island 1,250,993 1,312,637 1,335,469 
狄 - - - ： , : . … 议 必 • 欢 • 从 似 … 
22.0% 21.1% 19.9% 生wTT竺 nitories 2,374,818 2,906,7333,343,046 
IT:阪 46^8% — 
Marine 17,620 10，190 5,895 
0.3%| 0.2%| 0.1% 
Source: 2001 Population Census Main Report 
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TABLE 15 
Numerical Results of the Multinomial Logit Models 1 and 2 (2001) 
Model 1 Model 2 
2001 without MORTJNC 2001 withMORT—INC 
Regression la lb Ic 2a 2b 2c 
PUBLIC- PTIRT TP- Expectation of V a - l e p = E • PO:PR J ™ SO:SR PO:PR Sign of 
P(Own:Rent) 
UHSIZE 0.41*** -0.04 0.01 ^41*** ^ ^ ^ + 
ELDERPP 0.05*** -0.03 -0.0005 0 . 0 9 * * * “ ^ Z m 
CHILD 15 -0.23*** 0.03 0.05* -0.22*** ^ ^ + 
MALE -0.19*** -0.13 -0.49*** -0.17*** -0.13 -0.46*** + 
age2534 -0.21*** 0.39*** 0.43*** -0.39*** 0.28 0.19** 
age3544 0.07* 0.61*** 0.57*** -0.10** 0 .55***“0 .36*** 
age4554 -0.06* 0.53*** 0.47*** -0.12*** 0.52** 0.40*** 
age5564 0.01 0.40** 0.30*** 0.02 0.42** 0.32*** 
SINGLE -0.35*** -0.46** -0.30*** -0.32*** -0 .43**~-0 .23*** “ 
MARRIED -0.16*** -0.02 -0.13*** -0.22*** -0.02 -0.18*** T 
CHINESE 1.83*** -0.10 1.28*** 1.72*** -0.08 1 . 1 2 * * * “ T 
sameRW -0.46*** 0.001 -0.13*** -0.43*** 0.00 -0.09* 
eduPRIM -0.15*** 0.36*** 0.21*** -0.13*** 0.38*** 0.22*** 
eduHIGHSCH -0.49*** 0.33** 0.37*** -0.47*** 0.36** 0.37*** 
eduTECHSCH -0.65*** 0.52** 0.52*** -0.63*** 0.56** 0.50*** 
eduCOLLEGE -1.03*** 0.27 0.38*** -*** ^ 0.38*** 
industME 1.02*** -0.46 0.35 0.99*** -0.41 ^ 
industC 0.92*** -0.37 0.28 0.91*** -0.32 ^ 
industWR 1.02*** -0.32 0.23 1.04*** -0.29 ^ 
industTSC 1.12*** -0.20 0.30 1.16*** -0.17 ^ 
industFIRB 0.90*** -0.48 0.33 0.81*** -0.46 ^ 
industCSPS 0.80*** -0.31 0.32 0.73*** -0.28 ^ 
occupMA 0.71 -22.75*** 0.75 0.48 -21.74*** ^ 
occupP 1.01* -22.51*** 0.95 0.81 -21.44*** ^ 
occupAP 1.29** -22.55*** 0.87 1.01* -21.54*** ^ 
occupCL 1.43** -22.20*** 0.63 1.15* -21.20*** ^ 
occupSW 0.98* -22.51*** 0.66 ^ -21.50*** ^ 
occupAF 1.66*** -22.31*** 0.50 1.46** -21.30*** ^ 
occupPM 1.78*** -22.41*** 0.50 1 .57***~ -21.42*** ^ 
occupEO 1.42** -22.35*** 0.22 1.28** -21.34*** ^ 
EMPLOYEE -2.09*** 23.11*** -0.51 -1.97***“22.04*** -0.57 
EMPLOYER -2.55*** 23.18*** -0.62 -2.42*** 22.13 -0.65 









































































































































































































































































































































































































Empirical Signs of Explanatory Variables 
in the Multinomial Logit Tenure Choice Models 1 & 2 (2002) 
-Both Housing Markets 
Model 1 Model 2 "1 
2001 without MORT INC" 2001 with MORT INC" 
Regression U 2a 一 
Expectation 
Variable PUBLIC: PRIVATE PUBLIC: PRIVATE of Signs of 
P(Own:Rent) 
UHSIZE — + * * * T ^ i ^ + 
ELDER PP +*** +*** 
CHILD 15 — T 
MALE -*** -*** ~ 
age2534 -*** -*** 
age3544 +* 
age4554 -* -*** 
age5564 + + 
SINGLE -*** -*** I 
MARRIED -*** ~ 
CHINESE 一 -*** 一 +*** T 
sameRW -*** -*** 
eduPRIM — -*** 
eduHIGHSClT -*** — 
eduTECHSCir -*** 一 
eduCOLLEGE" -*** 一 -*** 
industME +*** +*** 
industC +*** +*** 
industWR +*** +"*** 
industTSC +*** +*** 
industFIRB +*** — +*** 
industCSPS +*** +*** 
occupMA + + 
occupP + 
occupAP T* 
occupCL +** +* 
occupSW + 
occupAF +*** 
occupPM *** +*** 
occupEO ^ +** 
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TABLE 16a - to be continued 
Model 1 Model 2 
2001 without MORT INC" 2001 with MORT INC" 
Regression la 2a 
Expectation of 




RETIRED - T ~ + 
RENT INC -*** 
MORT INC 
MONTHLYHINC -*** + 
moveD +*** +*** I 
moveCO -*** -*** 7 
moveNM +*** +*** + 
No. of obs. 143,258 1 4 3 , 2 ^ 
Log likelihood -69,622.29 -65,158.94 
LR chi2(38) — 58,654.29 ~ 667,580.99 
Prob> chi2 Q Q 
Pseudo R2 0.30~ 0.34 
Key: 
”***" Statistical Significance at 1% 
"**" Statistical Significance at 5% 
"*" Statisticial Significance at 10% 
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TABLE 16b 
Empirical Signs of Explanatory Variables 
in the Multinomial Logit Tenure Choice Models 1 & 2 (2002) 
-Public Housing Market 
Model 1 
2001 without MORT—INC — 
Regression Ic 
Expectation of 
Variable SO:SR PO:PR Signs of 
P(Own:Rent) 
UHSIZE 一 - + ~ + 
ELDER PP r — 
CHILD 15 + +* ~ + 
MALE - 一氺本 + 
age2534 +*** +*** 
age3544 +*** +*** 
age4554 +*** +*** 
age5564 一 +*** ‘ 
SINGLE -** -*** I 
MARRIED ~ 一 -*** + 
CHINESE ~ — +*** + ‘ 
sameRW + -*** 
eduPRIM +*** +*** 
eduHIGHSCH +** 一 — 
eduTECHSCH +** ‘ +*** 
eduCOLLEGE ~ — + _ — 
industME - + 
industC - + 
industWR - + 
industTSC ~ — + 一 
industFIRB - + 
industCSPS ~ — + — 
occupMA -*** + 
occupP -*** + 
occupAP -*** + 
occupCL -*** + 
occupSW -*** + 
occupAF -*** + 
occupPM -*** + 
occupEO -*** + 
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TABLE 16a - to be continued 
— Model 1 ‘ 
2001 without MORT—INC 
Regression Ix 
Expectation of 
Variable SO:SR PO:PR Signs of 
P(Own:Rent) 
EMPLOYEE +*** r 
EMPLOYER '+*** — -
RETIRED “ - +*** + 
RENT INC - +*** +*** _ ‘ 
MORT INC 
MONTHLYHINC '+ 一 + * * * + 
moveD + - -
moveCO _*** -*** " 
moveNM + + + 
No. of obs. 66,628 76,630 
Log likelihood -3,208.04 -16，184.31_ 
LR chi2(38) 77,490.68 — 68,413.13 
Prob> chi2 ~ Q 
Pseudo R2 0.92 0.68 
Key: 
"***" Statistical Significance at 1% 
Statistical Significance at 5% 
Statisticial Significance at 10% 
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TABLE 16c 
Empirical Signs of Explanatory Variables 
in the Multinomial Logit Tenure Choice Models 1 & 2 (2002) 
- P r i v a t e Housing Market 
Model 2 
2001 withMORT_INC 
Regression ^ ^ 
Expectation of 
Variable SO:SR PO:PR Signs of 
P(Qwn:Rent) 
UHSIZE _ - — + + 
ELDER PP ~ “ — 
CHILD 15 + + + 
MALE ~ -*** + 
age2534 + — +** — 
age3544 +*** 
age4554 +** T ^ 
age5564 V * — +** 
SINGLE -** 一 _*** I ~ 
MARRIED - - + — 
CHINESE ~ +*** + 
sameRW + 
eduPRIM +*** +*** 
eduHIGHSCH +** “ — 
eduTECHSCH +** “ 一 
eduCOLLEGE + “ — 
industME - + — 
industC - + 
industWR - + — 
industTSC - 一 + 
industFIRB - 一 + 
industCSPS - ~ + 
occupMA -*** + 
occupP -*** + 
occupAP -*** + 
occupCL -*** + 
occupSW -*** + ‘ — 
occupAF -*** + 
occupPM -*** + 
occupEO -*** + 
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TABLE 16c — to be continued 
Model 2 
2001 withMORTINC 
Regression ^ 2c 
Expectation of 
Variable SO:SR PO:PR Signs of 
P(Own:Rent) 
EMPLOYEE +*** -
EMPLOYER + 一 
RETIRED - +*** + 
RENT INC +*** 
MORT INC -*** -*** 
MONTHLYHINC - "+ “ 
moveD + - -
moveCO -** .*** I 
moveNM +*** +*** ~ + 
No. of obs. 66,628 76,630 
Log likelihood 一 -3,177.1o" -15,770.45 
LR chi2(38) "77,552.55 ~ 9 , 2 4 0 . 8 4 
Prob> chi2 0 o" 
Pseudo R2 o 3 T 0.69 
Key: 
Statistical Significance at 1% 
"**” Statistical Significance at 5% 
Statisticial Significance at 10% 
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TABLE 17 
Numerical Results of the Multinomial Logit Model 3 (1996) 
Model 3 
1996 without MORT_INC 
Regression 3a 3b 3c 
Expectation of 
Variable PUBLIC:PRIVATE SO:SR PO:PR Signs of 
P(Own:Rent) 
UHSIZE 0.37*** 1.57*** 0.32*** + 
ELDERPP -0.06* -1.21** 0.25** 
CHILD 15 -0.20*** -2.07*** -0.21** ~ 
MALE -0.17*** -1.47** -0.56*** + 
age2534 -0.04 -0.24 1.04*** 
age3544 ^ 0.57 0.84*** 
age4554 OM -0.89 0.72*** 
age5564 -0.45 0.75*** 
SINGLE -0.55*** -0.89 -0.14 -
MARRIED -0.15** 1.04 ^ ^ " 
CHINESE 0.07* 0.78 0.01 + 
sameRW -0.70*** -1.01 -0.74*** 
eduPRIM -0.26*** -0.03 ^ 
eduHIGHSCH -0.66*** “ -0.47 “ 0.37* 
eduTECHSCH -0.97*** _ 18.51 “ 0.54* 
eduCOLLEGE -1.40*** 1.18 -0.04 
industME 0.90*** -18.39 1.21*** 
industC 0.83*** -19.28 1.18** 
industWR 0.82*** -18.30 1.13** 
industTSC 1.01*** -17.45 1.14** 
industFIRB 0.67** -19.61 1.16** 
industCSPS 0.89*** -17.24 o J i 
occupMA -1.25*** 3.46* 1.32** 
occupP -0.78* 20.91 2.25*** 
occupAP -0.62 3.00 1.78*** 
occupCL -0.50 4.17* 1.52*** 
occupSW -0.57 3.13 1.31** 
occupAF -0.31 2.20 1.46** 
occupPM -0.06 3.10 1.94*** 
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TABLE 16a - to be continued 
Model 3 ] 
1996 without MORT_INC 
Regression ^ 3b 3c 
Expectation 
Variable PUBLIC:PRIVATE SO:SR PO:PR of Signs of 
P(Own:Rent) 
EMPLOYEE -0.23 16.94 -2.74*** 
EMPLOYER -0.74* — 18.81 -1.87*** 
RETIRED 一 -0.07 ^ + 
RENTING 0.10*** -43.79*** -2.24*** 
MORTINC 一 
MONTHLYHINC -0.00002* — -0.00003** -3.98e-06*** + 
moveP 0.39*** 1.07 -0.55*** -
moveCO -1.72*** -3.05** -2.08*** I 
moveNM 0.26*** 0.31 -0.12 + 
No. of obs. 17,905 8,573 9,332" 
Log likelihood -9,732.37 -90.81 -1,697.32 
LR chi2(38) 5,324.68 8,925.44 一 8,615.64 
Prob> chi2 ^ 0.00 0.00 
Pseudo R2 0.98 0.72 
Key: 
Statistical Significance at 1% 
"**" Statistical Significance at 5% 
Statisticial Significance at 10% 
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TABLE 18 
Empirical Signs of Explanatory Variables in the Multinomial Logit Model 3 (1996) 
Model 3 
1996 without MORT_INC 
Regression 3 a 3b 3c 
PUBLIC- Expectation of 
Variable PRIVATE SO:SR PO:PR sign of 
P(Own:Rent) 
UHSIZE +*** +*** *** + 
ELDER—PP -* -** ** 
CHILD 15 -*** -*** -** + 
MALE -** -*** + 
age2534 - - +*** 
age3544 + + +*** 
age4554 + - +*** 
age5564 + - +*** 
SINGLE -*** - - -
MARRIED ^ + " - + 
CHINESE + * + " + T 
sameRW - -*** 
eduPRIM -*** - + 
eduHIGHSCH -*** - •； 
eduTECHSCH -*** + "+* 
eduCOLLEGE -*** + " -
industME + _ +*** 
industC +*** - +** 
industWR +*** +** 
industTSC +*** - +** 
industFIRB +** - +** 
industCSPS +*** - + 
occupMA -*** +* +** 
occupP -* + +*** 
occupAP - + +*** 
occupCL _ +* +*** 
occupSW - + +** 
occupAF - + +** 
occupPM - + +*** 
occupEO - + + 
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TABLE 18 — to be continued 
Model 3 
1996 without MORT_INC 
Regression 3a 3b 3c 
Variable PUBLIC: SO:SR PO:PR Expectation 
PRIVATE of sign of 
P(Own:Rent) 
EMPLOYEE - ~ + 
EMPLOYER + 
RETIRED - ~ - ~ ~ 
RENTING +*** -*** _*** 
MORT_INC 
MONTHLYHINC ^ + 
moveD +*** + -*** _ 
moveCO -*** -** -*** . 
moveNM +*** + - + 
No. of obs. 17,905 8,573 9,332 
Log likelihood -9,732.37 -90.81 ~ 6 9 7 . 3 2 
LR chi2(38) 5,324.68 8,925.44 “ 8,615.64 
Prob> chi2 ^ O.OQ 
Pseudo R2 ^ 0.98 (X72" 
Key: 
"***" Statistical Significance at 1% 
Statistical Significance at 5% 
Statisticial Significance at 10% 
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TABLE 19 
Monthly Household Income of Household Heads with Different Education Level 
Education level Monthly household inconx (HK$) 
Non-educated 14,533 
Primaiy school 17,553 
High school — 24,368 
Techinical school 39,637 
^oUege 57,005" 
TABLE 20 
Median Monthly Income from Main Employment (HK$) 
Year Female (HK$)| Mate ( m ^ 
1991 一 4,250 _ 6,000 
1996 — 8,000 一 10,000 
2001 — 8,900 12,000 
Notes: 
• . . . . . . . f' 终 1. The %iu-es refer to population aged 15 and over. 2. The figyes exclude igpaid femity workers. 
Source: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics October 2002 
TABLE 21 
Trend of Divorce Rate of Population Aged 15 and Over 
Year Number Percentage (%) 
1991 53,485 1.2 
1996 97,262 1.9 
2001 152，349 “ U 
Source: 2001 Population Census Main Report 
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TABLE 22 
Proportion of Population with Tertiary Education by Gender, 1991, 1996 and 2001 
Year Female Male 
1991 9.4 131 
19% 13.3 17.1 
20m 15.1 17.81 
|Notes: 
1. The figures refer to population aged 15 and over 
2. The figiBres exclude mpaid workers. 



























































































































































































































































































Tenure Choice of People Living and Working in the Same or Different District 
Public ""“Private Total 
People living and working in the same —�§:??J!i _ _ 
district (sameRW=l) (8,634) (14,058) (22,692) 
~ 48.10% ~ 5 1 . 9 0 % 100% People living and working in the different 一 一^  ——^^ 
district (sanieRW=0/diffRW=l) (57,994) (62,572) (120,566) 
TABLE 26 
Tenure Choice of Movers Migrated Internally 
People migrated intemalfy (moveD) 41.45%| 58.55%| 100% 
(12,574) (7,762) (30,336) 
TABLE 29 
Migration Pattern Among Movers from Other Countries 




(120) Macao 0.75% 
W Other countries 66.75% 
— — — — 飞 云 4 ) 
Total number of movers 100% 
— — — — (4,830) 
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TABLE 30 
Total Net Asset and Income Limits for Single Persons and Families 
Family Size Maximum Monthly Income Limit Total Net Asset Limit 
1 Person $6,000 ($6,947) $170,000 
2 Persons $10,000 ($10,5^ $230,000 
3 Persons $11,700 ($12,31^ $300,000 
4 Persons $14,000 ($14,737) $350,000 
5 Persons $15,800 ($16,6^ $390,000 
6 Persons $17,300 ($18,211) $420,000 
7 Persons — $18,700 ($19,684) $450,000 ‘ 
8 Persons $19,800 ($20,842) $470,000 
9 Persons $21，300 ($22,421) $520,000 
10 Persons or more $22,600 ($23,789) $560,000 
Source: Hong Kong Housing Authority 
TABLE 31 
Total Net Asset and Income Limits for Unrelated Elderly Persons 
Fan%Si2e Maximum Months Income Limit � Total Net Asset Limit 
2 Persons $12,500 ($13,157) $250,000 
3 Persons $14,600 ($15,368) $330,000 
4 Persons $ 17,500 ($18,421) $3 80,000 
Note: 
1. Asset limit for nuclear househlds of two to three persons whose members are all elderly persons | 
(aged 60 or above) will be the same as a 4-person household, ie. $380,000. i i — — …— — j 
2. Figures in( ) denotes the effective income limits should an applicant and all ferd^ members be 
contributing 5% of its income under the Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF) or Provident Fund 
Scheme as required by the law. 
Source: Hong Kong Housing Authority 
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Appendix 6 List of Charts 
CHART 1 
Housing Consumption Pattern in 2003 
Miscellaneous services 4.42 
Transport 19.01 
Miscellaneous goods 15.7 
^ : 」 茨 Durable goods 16.24 
<D -bO 
^ Clothing and footwear |" 13 
(D y -
Oh Alcoholic drinks and tobacco • 0 . 9 4 
Electricity, gas and water 12.98 
Housing 29.91 
Food I I ~ n 26.67 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
Item 
—Percentage 
Source: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics February 2004 
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CHART 2 
Percentage of Housing Expenditure Among European Countries 
Percentage of Housing Expenditure Among European Countries in 1989 
I - ‘ . • - • - ‘ n o Q “ r ™ ™ 1 Egypt • - •--• m i 
Spain [ “ - • - , ‘ 11 ^ 1 
I" Austria . - 117.9 U -
U . - ‘ ‘ - ^ 1 R 4 
Holland ” . � … ' 1 1 8 6 
… [ ,'’' I ，”丨.9 
England ‘ • I Q-5 
… - … ‘ … ， • 9.0 
Denmark ‘ ‘ •‘ ‘ i27.4 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 Percentage 
W Percentage in 1989 
Source: Hong Kong Real Estate Market: Facts and Policy (2002) 
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CHART 3 




c 门 0 ••p 
1 30000 n — — — — 一 
£ 1—1 
20000 -Tl——r-1 — — — — 
10000 - ——————————一门一———— 一 
0 U _ I I 岡— i l l 11 M i l I H i l l i l l I I 
92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 
Year 
圓 Housing Authority • Housing Society 
Source: Hong Kong Housing Authority 
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CHART 4 
Total Production of Public Sale Flats (1992-2002) 




】 i 通 n I — ^ v f r n — 
: - H n : H 
0 1 1 L 1 1 L I n , I b , N l i b L I I I I 1 1 _ I 
92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 
Year 
• Housing Authority • Housing Society 
Source: Hong Kong Housing Authority 
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CHARTS 
Number of Houses in Hong Kong in 1972 
[ 7 — — ' ~ " “ — — ‘ “ T — ‘ “ — — — — — — — — — _ 
卜 54% 1 . 
h I I 52% 
50O/O —— 
8 48% 
«.. Q PL( 46% 
L 44% H 1 , 
Private Houses Public Houses 
—Percentage of Population 
I I 
Type of Houses Percentage of Population 
Private Houses 47% 
‘‘.......".--'-一一一一一远《•) 
Public Houses ^ 53% 
… ‘ . ' . 一 . — 一 — — — — — — — — — — — 面 疏 0 ) 
Total 100% 
(632,000) 
Source: Tse R.Y.C. (1997), Table 2.3 
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CHART 6 
Percentage of Owner-Occupied Domestic Households 
Among All Accommodations 
.� 52 5CU — 
I jU 
“ 色 48 H 
& 46 44:5 
g 44 42t6 
£ 42 一 
40 —— 
3 8 1 ‘ I ‘ I 1 丄、‘ 
1991 1996 2001 
Year 
I..S ：• 5 • Percentage (%) r I 1 — 
Year Number of Owner-Occ叩ier Accomodation Percentage (%) 
1991 673,067 42.6 \ 
1996 824，184 44.5 
2001 1,042，605 so.sl ； 
Source: 2001 Population Census Main Report 
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CHART 7 
Percentage of Sole-Tenant Domestic Households 
Among All Accommodations 
I ^ f I 
I ！ • 
i 46 ^ ^ ^ 4&A -n 
I r — ^ 1 ^ 
i. 45 1一: 
I i 
r 茨 44 —— - r 
L. 一 ； a 43 —— r ； „ g 42 —— ^ i ; 
o 『善 plh 41 
i： •； 
40 — — r: 
— 39 1 1 L | j 
. 1991 1996 2001 丨 Year -Percentage (%) 
Year Number of Sole Tenant Accomodation Percentage (%) 
1991 — 719,954 45.6 "“ 
1996 — 842,236 45.4 
2001 853,774 4"L6 : 
Source: 2001 Population Census Main Report 
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CHARTS 
Percentage of Sub-Tenant Domestic HouseholdsAmong All Accommodations 
11 ‘ ‘ II I II 
I 賣I 
I 2.5 II ？ i. i. { \ \ 
I 茨 2 — — II 
i 一 H I a 1.5 1 . 1.5 —— 11 
^ J j 
i � — 〜 门 
P ：； 
？M 1 w 1 s 
i I f. I 0.5 —— S ‘ 
I II 
0 -I 1 1 II 
1991 1996 2001 j i 
L Year —…;J 
I- ji \ ！ f .Percentage (%) j | 
. . . 1~~._ I 
i I I 
J 
Year Number of Sub-Tenant Accomodation Percentage (%) 
1991 41,505 2.6 
1996 28,424 — 1.5 
2001 14,208 ^ Source: 2001 Population Census Main Report 
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CHART 9 
Percentage of Co-Tenant Domestic Households 
Among All Accommodations 
5 — — i l l 
4 
\ 3 一 
售。 .. <D 7 j 
o 丄 '"t (S 11 � 1 — — ——I I I 
f Q I I 
1991 1996 2001 
Year 丄 
_ Percentage (%) 
Year Number of Co-Temnt Accomodation Percentage (%) 
1991 63,683" 4 
1996 62,733" 3.4 
2001 55,414 
Source: 2001 Population Census Main Report 
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CHART 10 
Preference of Housing Market of the Whole Sample 
、、…八、、-•:•-、、於 h ,、、„„-、、„«〜、w、、、„•„、、…’ “ — ‘ > ~ , ^  ^ ™ . . . , … 、 • ^ - 納 - , „„ , , ,,, , „ „ „ . .. 
1 _ ： 漏 h 
S Public Housing Market 園 Private Housing Market 
Number of Households Percentage of Population (%) 
Public Housing Market 66,628 46.51% 
Private Housing Market 76,630 53.49% ——— 
Total 143，258 lOQo/o — : : 
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CHART 11 
Tenure Choice of Population in Public Housing Market 
r r -I 
因 Subsidized Owning 困 Subsidized Renting 
I 
Number of Households Percentage of Population (%) 
Subsidized Owning 21,571 32.38% — — 
Subsidized Renting 45,057 67.62% 
Total 66,628 “ 100% - - — ^ 
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CHART 12 
Tenure Choice of Population in Private Housing Market 
r w i 
I 
S Private Owning 趣 Private Renting 
I _J i I 
Number of Households Percentage of Population (%) 
Private Owning 48,472 63.25% 
Private Renting 28,158 36.75% 
Total 76,630 100%"‘ 
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CHART 13 
Housing Market Distributions Among Movers from Other Countries 
100.00% — — — 
兴 8 0 . 0 0 % "々 "" 
二 ^  ——」 
[ a 60.00% 
. I 
8 40.00% 
� 2 0 0 0 � / 
0.00% ‘ 
i ‘ Public Private _ Movers from other countries 
Public Private Total 
Movers from other countries 10.39% 89.61% 100% 
(560)丨 （4，830)丨 (5,390)1 
CHART 14 
Tenure Choice Among Movers from Other Countries in the Public Housing Market 
8 0 . 0 0 % 幅 — — — j 飞" 
70.00% — : 
CS\ AAO / J 一 OU.UU/o “ “ —^ 
^ g 0 笑 t^t' 50.00% ‘ ‘ s """ '"""""' OJ bO C '' g 30.00% 
^ 2000�/ 
. ° I 
10 QQ^ S 
„ 0.00% 1 1 
Subsidized Owning Subsidized Renting _ Movers from other countries � I 
\ i “ 
Subsidized Subsidized 丁。位 1 
Owning Renting 
Movers from other countries 32.86% 67.14% 100% 
(184)1 (104)1 (560)1 
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CHART 15 
Tenure Choice Among Movers from Other Countries in the Private Housing Market 
Ii � I 1 
90.00% 二— 
I I 
- 70.00% 本― 
- g 60.00% — — 
� S) 50.00% 
§ 40.00% J sa 0 
20.00% _ _ 
10.00% 
0.00% ‘ — — _ _ 
Private Owning Private Renting 
_ Movers from other countries 
Private Private 丁。协 1 
Owning Renting 
Movers from other countries 一 23.08% 76.92% 100% ————— 
CHART 16 
Housing Market Distributions Among Non-Movers 
.� L ’ 56.00% r~~ — — r " 1 
r 54.00% — 
g； 52.00% —… 
gj 50.00% ——… 
[ I 48.00% , “ ” — 
I £ 46.00% 
44.00% 
L 42.00% ‘ — — 
Public Private 
國 Non-Movers from other countries — 
[ i. •！ ‘ 
； ：！ ^ 1 
Public Private Total 
Non-Movers from other countries 53.56% 46.44% 100% 
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CHART 17 
Tenure Choice Among Non-Movers in the Public Housing Market 
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CHART 18 
Tenure Choice Among Non-Movers in the Private Housing Market 
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Appendix 7 List of Figures 
FIGURE 1 
Population and its Growth Rate in Hong Kong (1965-2002) 
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FIGURE 2 
Price and Rental Indices of Private Domestic Units (1999=100) 
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FIGURES 
Number of Private Domestic Units Built (1980-97) 
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FIGURE 4 
Number of Demolitions of Private Domestic Units 
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FIGURES 
Number of Completions of Private Domestic Units 
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FIGURE 6 
Number of Total Stock of Private Domestic Units 
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Appendix 8 Commands of Computer Program 
(STATA) 
**For models la-c (2001 without MORTJNC) & 2a-c (2001 with MORTJNC) 
clear 
set memory 650m 
set matsize 800 
set more off 
infix using D:\thesis\pop_census2001 .dct 
save D:\thesis\pop一census2001，replace 
clear 
use D:\thesis\pop_census2001 .dta 
*create quarterdata file 
use D:\thesis\pop_census2001 .dta, clear 
sort QRNO HHN~PPN 
keep if P P N = 0 
drop OWNER MEMTYPE DJHEAD RELAT SSN PSN SEX AGE MARIT 
BORNPL ETHNIC NAT WHERE DIST DUR_HK PDIST5YR US—LANG 
OTH—LANl OTH一LAN2 0TH_LAN3 SCH_ATT EDUCN FIELD^DUCNH 
F正LE)H STUDY^L STUDYTYP STUDYTT STUDYT2 STUDYT3 INDUST 
OCCUP ACTIV WORKPL WORKTYP WORKTl W0RKT2 W0RKT3 MEARN 
WH—SECEM OTH—EARN OCASH PPINCOM WHETWK WHETLF INTMIG 
drop—PPN QR_IND'QRTYP 
save D:\thesis\quarterdata.dta, replace 
* create peopledata file 
use D:\thesis\pop_census2001 .dta, clear 
sort QRNO HHNPPN 
drop if PPN==0 
drop ACCOM ROOM KITCHEN TOILET DEG—SH OCCUPANT HHTYPE 
TENURE TYPEOWN RENT MORTHH YRLEFT UHSIZE DJHHINC NCL_CT 
DJHHCOMP WORKPP ELDER_60 ELDER—65 CHILD 15 RENT—INC MO艮T—INC 
save D:\thesis\peopledata.dta, replace 
* merge two files 
use D:\thesis\peopledata.dta，clear 
merge QRNO HHN using D:\thesis\quarterdata.dta 
save D:\thesis\revisedpopcensus.dta, replace 
use D:\thesis\revisedpopcensus.dta 
sort QRNO HHN PPN 
drop if AGE<=24|RELAT~=1 |HHTYPE~=01 
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drop if QRTYP==71 |QRTYP==93 
*Monthly household income 




ge MALE=1 ifSEX==l 
replace MALE=0 if MALE�=1 
*Age 
ge age2534=l ifAGE>=25 & AGE<=34 
replace age2534=0 if age2534�=1 
ge age3544=l ifAGE>=35 & AGE<=44 
replace age3544=0 if age3544�=1 
ge age4554=l if AGE>=45 & AGE<=54 
replace age4554=0 if age4554�=1 
ge age5564=l ifAGE>=55 & AGE<=64 
replace age5564=0 if age5564~=l 
ge age65up=l if AGE�=65 
replace age65up=0 if age65iip�=1 
*Marital status 
ge SINGLE=1 i fMARIT=l 
replace SINGLE=0 if SINGLE�=1 
ge MARRIED=1 if MARIT==2 
replace MARRIED=0 if MARRIED�=1 
ge marit_OTHERS=l if MARIT=3 |MARIT=4 
replace marit_OTHERS=0 if marit_OTHERS~=l 
.Nationality 
ge CHINESE=1 if NAT=11|NAT==31 
replace CHINESE=0 if CHINESE�=1 
•Residence location 
ge resideW=1 ifDIST==2 
replace residCW=0 if residCW�=1 
ge residWC=l i fDIST=3 
replace residWC=0 if residWC~=l 
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ge residE=l if DIST=4 
replace residE=0 if residE�=1 
ge residS=l if DIST==5 
replace residS=0 if residS�=1 
ge residYTM=l ifDIST==6 
replace residYTM=0 if residYTM~=l 
ge residSSP=l if DIST==7 
replace residSSP=0 if residSSP�=1 
ge residKC 二 1 if DIST=8 
replace residKC=0 if residKC�=1 
ge residWTS=l i fDIST=9 
replace residWTS=0 if residWTS~=l 
ge residKT=l ifDIST==10 
replace residKT=0 if residKT�=1 
ge residSK=l if DIST=11|DIST=12 
replace residSK=0 if residSK�=1 
ge residTW=l if DIST==13|DIST==14 
replace residTW=0 if residTW�=1 
ge residTM=l if DIST==15|DIST==16 
replace residTM=0 if residTM�=1 
ge residYL=l if DIST=17|DIST=18|DIST=19 
replace residYL=0 if residYL�=1 
ge residN=l if DIST=20|DIST==21 
replace residN=0 if residN�=1 
ge residTP 二 1 if DIST==22|DIST=23 
replace residTP=0 if residTP~=l 
ge residST 二 1 if DIST=24|DIST=25 |DIST=26 
replace residST=0 if residST�=1 
ge residKWT=l if DIST==27|DIST=28|DIST==29 
replace residKWT=0 if residKWT�=1 
ge residIM=l if DIST==30|DIST=31 |DIST==91 
replace residIM=0 if residIM�=1 
*Work place 
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ge workCW=l ifW0RKPL==2 
replace workCW=0 if workCW�=1 
ge workWC=l ifW0RKPL==3 
replace workWC=0 if workWC � = 1 
ge workE=l ifW0RKPL==4 
replace workE=0 if workE�=1 
ge workS=l ifW0RKPL==5 
replace workS=0 if workS�=1 
ge workYTM=l ifW0RKPL==6 
replace workYTM=0 if workYTM�=1 
ge workSSP=l ifW0RKPL==7 
replace workSSP=0 if workSSP�=1 
ge workKC=l i fW0RKPL=8 
replace workKC=0 if workKC�=1 
ge workWTS=l ifW0RKPL==9 
replace workWTS=0 if workWTS�=1 
ge workKT=l ifWORKPL==10 
replace workKT=0 if workKT�=1 
ge workSK=l if W0RKPL==11 |W0RKPL=12 
replace workSK=0 if workSK�=1 
ge workTW=l if W0RKPL=131W0RKPL==14 
replace workTW=0 if workTW�=1 
ge workTM=l if W0RKPL==15|W0RKPL==16 
replace workTM=0 if workTM�=1 
ge workYL=l if W0RKPL=17|W0RKPL==18|W0RKPL=19 
replace workYL=0 if workYL~=l 
ge workN=l if WORKPL==20|W0RKPL=21 
replace workN=0 if workN�=1 
ge workTP=l if WORKPL==22|WORKPL==23 
replace workTP=0 if workTP�=1 
ge workST=l if WORKPL==24|WORKPL==251WORKPL=26 
replace workST=0 if workST�=1 
ge workKWT=l if WORKPL=27|WORKPL==28|WORKPL=29 
replace workKWT=0 if workKWT~=l 
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ge workIM=l if WORKPL==30|WORKPL==311W0RKPL=91 
replace workIM=0 if workIM~=l 
ge workCHINA=l ifWORKPL==32 
replace workCHINA=0 if workCHINA�=1 
ge workOTHERC=l if WORKPL==37|WORKPL==38|WORKPL=90 
replace workOTHERC=0 if workOTHERC〜二 1 
ge workHOME=l ifWORKPL==92 
replace workHOME=0 if workHOME�=1 
ge workNOFIXED=l ifWORKPL==98 
replace workNOFIXED=0 if workNOFIXED � = 1 
*Same residence location and work place 
ge sameRW=l i f res idCW=l & workCW==l|residWC==l & 
workWC=l|residE==l & workE=l|residS==l & workS==l|residYTM==l & 
workYTM==l |residSSP=l & workSSP=l|residKC==l & 
workKC=l |residWTS==l & workWTS==l|residKT=l & workKT=l|residSK==l 
&workSK=l | res idTW=l & workTW=l|residTM==l & 
workTM==l |residYL=l & workYL=l|residN==l & workN=l | residTP=l & 
workTP==l|residST=l & workST==l|residKWT==l & workKWT==l|residIM==l 
& workIM=l 
replace sameRW=0 if sameRW�=1 
^Education Attainment 
ge eduNOSCH=l if EDUCN=1|EDUCN==2 
replace eduNOSCH=0 if eduNOSCH�=1 
ge eduPRIM=l if 
EDUCN==11|EDUCN=12|EDUCN==13|EDUCN=14|EDUCN=15|EDUCN=16 
replace eduPRIM=0 if eduPRIM�=1 
ge eduHIGHSCH=l if 
EDUCN=21 |EDUCN==22|EDUCN==23 |EDUCN==31 |EDUCN=32|EDUCN=33 
EDUCN==41 |EDUCN=43 
replace eduHIGHSCH=0 if eduHIGHSCH�=1 
ge eduTECHSCH=l if 
EDUCN=51 |EDUCN=52|EDUCN=61 |EDUCN=62|EDUCN=63 |EDUCN==64 
EDUCN==65|EDUCN==66|EDUCN=67|EDUCN==68 
replace eduTECHSCH=0 if eduTECHSCH�=1 
ge eduCOLLEGE=l if 
EDUCN==71 |EDUCN==72|EDUCN==73 |EDUCN=81 |EDUCN=82|EDUCN=83 
EDUCN==84|EDUCN=85 
replace eduCOLLEGE=0 if eduCOLLEGE�=1 
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^Industry 
ge industNA=l if 
INDUST==021 |INDUST==099|1NDUST==110|INDUST==120|INDUST==210 
replace industNA=0 if industNA�=1 
ge industME=l if 
INDUST==310|INDUST==321|INDUST=330|INDUST=340|INDUST==350|IND 
UST==360|INDUST==370|INDUST==381|INDUST=390|INDUST==410 
replace industME=0 if industME�=1 
ge industC=l if 
INDUST==510|INDUST==520|INDUST==530|INDUST==540|INDUST=550|IND 
UST==560|INDUST==590 
replace industC=0 if industC�=1 
ge industWR=l if 
INDUST=610|INDUST==620|INDUST=630|INDUST==640|INDUST==650 
replace industWR=0 if industWR�=1 
ge industTSC=l if INDUST==710|INDUST=720|INDUST=730 
replace industTSC=0 if industTSC~=l 
ge industFIRB=l if INDUST==810|INDUST=820|INDUST==830 
replace industFIRB=0 if industFIRB�=1 
ge industCSPS=l if 
INDUST==910|INDUST==920|INDUST==930|INDUST=941|INDUST==950|IND 
UST==960 
replace industCSPS=0 if industCSPS�=1 
^Occupation 
ge occupNA=l if 0CCUP==21 |OCCUP==99 
replace occupNA=0 if occupNA�=1 
ge occupMA=l ifOCClJP=110|OCClJP=120|OCCUP==130 
replace occupMA=0 if occupMA�=1 
ge occupP二 1 if 
OCCIJP=210|OCCUP=220|OCCUP==230|OCCUP=240|OCCUP=250|OCCUP 
= = 2 6 0 
replace occupP=0 if occupP�=1 
ge occupAP=l if 
OCCUP=310|OCCUP=320|OCCUP=330|OCCUP=340|OCCIJP=350|OCCUP 
==360 
replace occupAP=0 if occupAP�=1 
ge occupCL=l ifOCClJP=410|OCCUP=420|OCClJP=430 
replace occupCL=0 if occupCL~=l 
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ge occupSW=l if 0CCUP==510|OCCUP==520|OCCUP=530 
replace occupSW=0 if occupSW � = 1 
ge occupAF=l if 
0CCUP=610|OCCUP=710|OCCUP==720|OCCUP=730|OCCUP=740 
replace occupAF=0 if occupAF�=1 
ge occupPM=l if 0CCUP=810|OCCUP=820|OCCIJP=830 
replace occupPM=0 if occupPM�=1 
ge occupEO=l if 0CCUP=910|OCCUP==920 
replace occupEO=0 if occupEO�=1 
•Economic activity 
ge EMPL0YEE=1 if ACTIV=11 |ACTIV==12 
replace EMPLOYEE=0 if EMPLOYEE〜二 1 
ge EMPL0YER=1 if ACTIV==131 ACTIV=14| ACTIV=151 ACTIV=16 
replace EMPLOYER=0 if EMPLOYER�=1 
ge INACTIVE=1 if 
ACTIV==21 |ACTIV==22|ACTIV=23 |ACTIV==24|ACTIV=25|ACTIV=311 ACT 
IV==32|ACTIV==33|ACTIV==35|ACTIV=36|ACTIV=37|ACTIV=38 
replace INACTIVE=0 if INACTIVE�=1 
ge RETIRED=1 if ACTIV=34 
replace RETIRED=0 if RETIRED�=1 
^Migration pattern 
ge moveS=l if INTMIG==10|INTMIG=20|INTMIG=30 
replace moveS=0 if moveS~=l 
ge moveD=l if 
INTMIG=11 |INTMIG=12|INTMIG=13 |INTMIG==14|INTMIG=21 |INTMIG= 
22|INTMIG==23 |INTMIG==24|INTMIG==25 |INTMIG=31 |INTMIG=32|INTMIG 
==33 |INTMIG=34|INTMIG=51 
replace moveD=0 if moveD�=1 
ge moveCO=l if INTMIG=61 |INTMIG=62 |INTMIG=71 |INTMIG=81 
replace moveCO=0 if moveCO~=l 
ge moveNM=l ifINTMIG=90 
replace moveNM=0 if moveNM�=1 
*For model 1 
•Regression la - PUBLIC: PRIVATE 
*Public, private 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP==1 |QRTYP==11 |QRTYP==52|OWNER=2 & 
(QRTYP==21 |QRTYP==31 |QRTYP==51)|0WNER==1 & 
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(QRTYP==21 |QRTYP==31 |QRTYP=51) 
replace NQRTYP=2 if QRTYP==91 |0WNER==2 & 
(QRTYP==41|QRTYP==43|QRTYP==53|QRTYP==61|QRTYP==81|QRTYP=87)| 
0WNER==1 & (QRTYP==41|QRTYP==43|QRTYP==53|QRTYP=61) 
label define NQRTYP 1 "PUBLIC" 2"PRIVATE", modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
•mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER一65 CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT_INC MONTHLYHINC 
moveD moveCO moveNM 
^Regression lb - SO:SR 
*Given public 
drop if QRTYP==91 |0WNER=2 & 
(QRTYP=41 |QRTYP==43 |QRTYP==53 |QRTYP=61 |QRTYP=81 |QRTYP=87) 
0WNER==1 & (QRTYP==41 |QRTYP==43 |QRTYP=53 |QRTYP=61) 
*SO，SR 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP==1 |QRTYP=11 |QRTYP==52|OWNER=2 & 
(QRTYP==21 |QRTYP=31 |QRTYP=51) 
replace NQRTYP=2 ifOWNER==l & (QRTYP=21|QRTYP==31|QRTYP=51) 
label define NQRTYP r S R " 2"S0"，modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
* mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER一65 CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT—INC MONTHLYHINC 
moveD moveCO moveNM 
^Regression Ic - PO:PR 
•Given Private 
drop if QRTYP=1 |QRTYP==11 |QRTYP=52|OWNER=2 & 
(QRTYP==21 |QRTYP=31 |QRTYP=51)|0WNER=1 & 
(QRTYP==21 |QRTYP=31 |QRTYP==51) 
*PO，PR 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP=91 |0WNER==2 & 
(QRTYP==41 |QRTYP=43 |QRTYP=53 |QRTYP==61 |QRTYP=81 |QRTYP=87) 
replace NQRTYP=2 ifOWNER==l & 
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(QRTYP==41|QRTYP==43|QRTYP==53|QRTYP==61) 
label define NQRTYP I'TR" 2"P0"，modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
*mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER_65 CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT—INC MONTHLYHINC 
moveD moveCO moveNM 
*For model 2 
^Regression 2a - PUBLIC: PRIVATE 
*Public, private 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP=1 |QRTYP==11 |QRTYP=52|OWNER=2 & 
(QRT YP==21IQRT YP==31 |QRTYP==51)|0WNER==1 & 
(QRT Y P = 2 1 |QRTYP=31 |QRTYP==51) 
replace NQRTYP=2 if QRTYP=91 |0WNER=2 & 
(QRTYP=41 |QRTYP=43 |QRTYP=53 |QRTYP=61 |QRTYP=81 |QRTYP=87) | 
0 W N E R = 1 & (QRTYP=41|QRTYP==43|QRTYP二=53|QRTYP=61) 
label define NQRTYP 1 "PUBLIC" 2"PRIVATE", modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
* mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER一65 CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT—INC MORTJNC 
MONTHLYHINC moveD moveCO moveNM 
^Regression 2b -SO:SR 
* Given public 
drop if QRTYP==91 |0WNER==2 & 
(QRTYP=41 |QRTYP=43 |QRTYP==53 |QRTYP=61 |QRTYP=81 |QRTYP=87)| 
OWNER二 =1 & (QRTYP=41|QRTYP=43|QRTYP==53|QRTYP=61) 
*SO，SR 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP=1 |QRTYP==11 |QRTYP==52|OWNER=2 & 
(QRTYP==21IQRT YP=31 |QRTYP=51) 
replace NQRTYP=2 if 0WNER=1 & (QRTYP=21|QRTYP=31|QRTYP=51) 
label define NQRTYP 1"SR" 2"S0”，modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
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*mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER一65 CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT—INC MORTJNC 
MONTHLYHINC moveD moveCO moveNM 
•Regression 2c - PO:PR 
*Given private 
drop if QRTYP==1 |QRTYP=11 |QRTYP==52|OWNER==2 & 
(QRT YP=21IQRT Y P = 3 1 |QRTYP=51)|0WNER=1 & 
(QRT Y P = 2 1 |QRTYP=31 |QRTYP=51) 
*PO，PR 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP=9110WNER==2 & 
(QRTYP=41 |QRTYP==43 |QRTYP==5 3 |QRTYP=61 |QRTYP=81 |QRTYP=87) 
replace NQRTYP=2 ifOWNER==l & 
(QRTYP==41 |QRTYP=43 |QRTYP=53 |QRTYP==61) 
label define NQRTYP 1"PR" 2"P0"，modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
* mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER—65 CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT_INC MORT—INC 
MONTHLYHINC moveD moveCO moveNM 
**For models 3a-c (1996 without MORTJNC) 
clear 
set memory 650m 
set matsize 800 
set more off 
infix using D:\thesis\dict96.dct 
save D:\thesis\dict96, replace 
clear 
use D:\thesis\dict96.dta 
*create quarterdata file 
use D:\thesis\dict96.dta，clear 
sort QRNO HHN PPN 
keep ifPPN==0 
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drop DJHEAD RELAT SSN PSN SEX AGE MARIT SCH_ATT LEVEL STUDYPL 
FIELD BORNPL NATl NAT2 WHERE_AB DIST DUR_HK PDIST PDIST5YR 
YR—PDIST US—LANG 0TH_LAN1 0TH_LAN2 0TH_LAN3 INDUST OCCUP 
ACTIV WORKPL MEARN WH_SECEM OTH一EARN OCASH PPINCOM 
WHETWK WHETLFINTMIG — 
drop PPN QR_IND QRTYP 
save D:\thesis\quarter96.dta, replace 
*create peopledata file 
use D:\thesis\dict96.dta，clear 
sort QRNO HHN PPN 
drop ifPPN==0 
drop ACCOM DEG一SH OCCUPANT HHTYPE TENURE ALLOWN RENT 
UHSIZEDJHHINCNCL_CTDJHHCOMP WORKPP ELDER PP CHILD 15 
RENT—INC 一 
save D:\thesis\people96.dta, replace 
*merge two files 
use D:\thesis\people96.dta，clear 
merge QRNO HHN using D:\thesis\quarter96.dta 
save D:\thesis\revised96.dta, replace 
use D:\thesis\revised96.dta 
sort QRNO HHN PPN 
drop if AGE<=24|RELAT�=1|HHTYPE�=01 
drop if QRTYP=71 |QRTYP==92|QRTYP=93 




ge MALE=1 ifSEX==l 
replace MALE=0 if MALE�=1 *Age 
ge age2534=l ifAGE>=25 & AGE<=34 
replace age2534=0 if age2534�=1 
ge age3544=l ifAGE>=35 & AGE<=44 
replace age3544=0 if age3544~=l 
ge age4554=l if AGE�=45 & AGE<=54 
replace age4554=0 if age4554�=1 
ge age5564=l if AGE�=55 & AGE<=64 
replace age5564=0 if age5564�=l 
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ge age65up=l if AGE>=65 
replace age65up=0 if age65up�=1 
*Marital status 
ge SINGLE=1 if MARIT二 =1 
replace SINGLE=0 if SINGLE�=1 
ge MARRIED=1 if MARIT==2 
replace MARRIED=0 if MARRIED�=1 
ge marit_OTHERS=l if MARIT=3 |MARIT==4 
replace marit—OTHERS=0 if marit_OTHERS�=1 
^Nationality 
ge CHINESE=1 if NAT 1 = 1 2 |N ATI ==31 
replace CHINESE=0 if CHINESE�=1 
•Residence location 
ge residCW=l i fDIST=2 
replace residCW=0 if residCW~=l 
ge residWC=l i fDIST=3 
replace residWC=0 if residWC�=1 
ge residE=l if DIST=4 
replace residE=0 if residE�=1 
ge residS=l if DIST==5 
replace residS=0 if residS�=1 
ge residYTM=l ifDIST==6 
replace residYTM=0 if residYTM�=1 
ge residSSP=l if DIST=7 
replace residSSP=0 if residSSP�=1 
geresidKC=l ifDIST==8 
replace residKC=0 if residKC�=1 
ge residWTS=l ifDIST==9 
replace residWTS=0 if residWTS�=1 
ge residKT=l ifDIST==10 
replace residKT=0 if residKT�=1 
ge residSK=l if DIST=11|DIST=12 
replace residSK=0 if residSK�=1 
ge residTW=l if DIST==13|DIST=14 
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replace residTW=0 if residTW�=1 
ge residTM=l if DIST==15|DIST==16 
replace residTM=0 if residTM�=1 
ge residYL=l if DIST==17|DIST==18|DIST==19 
replace residYL=0 if residYL~=l 
ge residN=l if DIST==20|DIST==21 
replace residN=0 if residN�=1 
ge residTP=l if DIST==22|DIST==23 
replace residTP=0 if residTP�=1 
ge residST=l if DIST=24|DIST==25 |DIST=26 
replace residST=0 if residST�=1 
ge residKWT=l if DIST==27|DIST==28|DIST=29 
replace residKWT=0 if residKWT~=l 
ge residIM=l if DIST==30|DIST=91 
replace residIM=0 if residIM�=1 
*Work place 
ge workCW=l ifW0RKPL==2 
replace workCW=0 if workCW�=1 
ge workWC=l i fW0RKPL=3 
replace workWC=0 if workWC�=1 
ge workE=l i fW0RKPL=4 
replace workE=0 if workE�=1 
ge workS=l i fW0RKPL=5 
replace workS=0 if workS�=1 
geworkYTM=l i fW0RKPL=6 
replace workYTM=0 if workYTM�=1 
ge workSSP-1 ifW0RKPL==7 
replace workSSP=0 if workSSP�=1 
ge workKC=l ifWORKPL==8 
replace workKC=0 if workKC�=1 
ge workWTS=l ifW0RKPL==9 
replace workWTS=0 if workWTS~=l 
ge workKT=l ifWORKPL==10 
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replace workKT=0 if workKT�=1 
ge workSK=l if W0RKPL==11 |W0RKPL==12 
replace workSK=0 if workSK�=1 
ge workTW=l if W0RKPL=131W0RKPL==14 
replace workTW=0 if workTW�=1 
ge workTM=l if W0RKPL==15 |W0RKPL=16 
replace workTM=0 if workTM�=1 
ge workYL=l if W0RKPL==17|W0RKPL=18|W0RKPL==19 
replace workYL=0 if workYL�=1 
ge workN=l if WORKPL==20|WORKPL—21 
replace workN=0 if workN�=1 
ge workTP=l if WORKPL==22|WORKPL=23 
replace workTP=0 if workTP�=1 
ge workST=l if WORKPL=24|WORKPL==251WORKPL=26 
replace workST=0 if workST�=1 
ge workKWT=l if WORKPL==27|WORKPL=28|WORKPL=29 
replace workKWT^O if workKWT�=1 
ge workIM=l if WORKPL==30|WORKPL=91 
replace workIM=0 if workIM~=l 
ge workCHINA=l i fW0RKPL=31 
replace workCHINA=0 if workCHINA~=l 
ge workOTHEROl if WORKPL=32|WORKPL=90 
replace workOTHEROO if workOTHERC�=1 
ge workNOFIXED=l ifWORKPL=98 
replace workNOFIXED=0 if workNOFIXED�=1 
*Same residential location and work place 
ge sameRW=l i f res idCW=l & workCW==l|residWC==l & 
workWC==l |residE==l & workE==l|residS==l & workS==l|residYTM==l & 
workYTM==l |residSSP==l & workSSP=l |residKC=l & 
workKC==l |residWTS==l & workWTS==l|residKT==l & workKT==l|residSK=l 
&workSK=l|residTW==l & workTW=l|residTM=l & 
workTM==l |residYL==l & workYL=l |residN=l & workN==l |residTP=l & 
workTP==l |residST==l & workST==l|residKWT==l & workKWT==l|residIM==l 
& workIM==l 
replace sameRW=0 if sameRW�=1 
•Educational attainment 
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ge eduNOSCH=l if LEVEL==1 |LEVEL==2 
replace eduNOSCH=0 if eduNOSCH�=1 
ge eduPRIM=l if 
LEVEL==11 |LEVEL==12|LEVEL==13 |LEVEL==14|LEVEL=15 |LEVEL==16 
replace eduPRIM=0 if eduPRIM�=1 
ge eduHIGHSCH=l if 
LEVEL=21 |LEVEL=22|LEVEL=23|LEVEL=31 |LEVEL==32|LEVEL==33|LE 
VEL==41 |LEVEL=42|LEVEL=43 
replace eduHIGHSCH=0 if eduHIGHSCH�=1 
ge eduTECHSCH=l if 
LEVEL=39|LEVEL=49|LEVEL==51 |LEVEL==52|LEVEL==53|LEVEL=54|LE 
VEL==55|LEVEL=56|LEVEL==57 
replace eduTECHSCH=0 if eduTECHSCH�=1 
ge eduCOLLEGE=l if 
LEVEL=61 |LEVEL=62|LEVEL==63|LEVEL=71 |LEVEL==72|LEVEL=73|LE 
VEL==81|LEVEL==82 
replace eduCOLLEGE=0 if eduCOLLEGE�=1 
^Industry 
ge industNA=l if 
INDUST==021 |INDUST=099|INDUST=110|INDUST=120|INDUST=210 
replace industNA=0 if industNA�=1 
ge industME=l if 
INDUST=310|INDUST=321|INDUST==330|INDUST=340|INDUST==350|IND 
UST==360|INDUST 二二370|INDUST==381|INDUST==390|INDUST=410 
replace industME=0 if industME�=1 
ge industC=l if 
I]S[DUST=510|INDUST=520|INDUST=530|INDUST==540|INDUST=550|IND 
UST=560|INDUST=590 
replace industC=0 if industC�=1 
ge industWR=l if 
INDUST=610|INDUST==620|INDUST==630|INDUST==640|INDUST==650 
replace industWR=0 if industWR�=1 
ge industTSC=l if INDUST=710|INDUST=720|INDUST=730 
replace industTSC=0 if industTSC�=1 
ge industFIRB=l if INDUST=810|INDUST==820|INDUST=830 
replace industFIRB=0 if industFIRB�=1 




replace industCSPS=0 if industCSPS�=1 
•Occupation 
ge occupNA=l if 0CCUP=21 |0CCIJP==99 
replace occupNA=0 if occupNA�=1 
ge occupMA=l ifOCCUP==110|OCCUP==120|OCCUP==130 
replace occupMA=0 if occupMA�=1 
ge occupP=l if 
OCCIJP=210|OCCIJP==220|OCCUP==230|OCCUP==240|OCCUP==250 
replace occupP=0 if occupP�=1 
ge occupAP=l if 
OCCUP=310|OCCUP==320|OCCIJP==330|OCCUP=340|OCCIJP==350 
replace occupAP=0 if occupAP�=1 
ge occupCL=l ifOCCUP=410|OCCUP==420 
replace occupCL=0 if occupCL�=1 
ge occupSW=l if 0CCUP=510|OCCUP=520|OCCUP=530 
replace occupSW=0 if occupSW�=1 
ge occupAF=l if 
OCCIJP=610|OCCUP=710|OCCUP=720|OCCUP==730|OCCUP==740 
replace occupAF=0 if occupAF�=1 
ge occupPM=l if OCCUP二=810|OCCUP=二820|OCCUP==830 
replace occupPM=0 if occupPM�=1 
ge occupEO=l if 0CCUP==910|OCCUP=920 
replace occupEO=0 if occupEO�=1 
^Economy activity 
ge EMPL0YEE=1 if ACTIV==111 ACTIV=12 
replace EMPLOYEE:� i f EMPLOYEE〜二 1 
ge EMPL0YER=1 if ACTIV=131 ACTIV=14|ACTIV=151 ACTIV=16 
replace EMPLOYER=0 if EMPLOYER〜二 1 
ge INACTIVE=1 if 
ACTIV==2 11 ACTIV==22| ACTIV=231 ACTIV=24| ACTIV=251 ACTIV=31 |ACT 
IV==32|ACTIV==33|ACTIV=35|ACTIV==36|ACTIV=37 
replace INACTIVE=0 if INACTIVE�=1 
ge RETIRED=1 if ACTIV==34 
replace RETIRED=0 if RETIRED�=1 
•Migration pattern 
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ge moveS=l if INTMIG==10|INTMIG==20|INTMIG==30 
replace moveS=0 if moveS�=1 




replace moveD=0 if moveD�=1 
ge moveCOl if INTMIG==61 |INTMIG==71 |INTMIG==81 
replace moveCO=0 if moveCO�=1 
ge moveNM=l ifINTMIG=90 
replace moveNM=0 if moveNM�=1 
^Regression 3a - PUBLIC:PRIVATE 
*Public, private 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP=1 |QRTYP=2|QRTYP=11 & 
TENURE=2|QRTYP==12|QRTYP=21|QRTYP=22|QRTYP=31 & 
TENURE�=liQRTYP=32 & TENURE~=1|QRTYP==11 & 
TENURE==1 |QRTYP=31 & TENIJRE=1 |QRTYP=32 & TENURE=1 
replace NQRTYP=2 if TENURE�=1 & 
(QRTYP==41 |QRTYP==42|QRTYP=43 |QRTYP==51 |QRTYP==61 )|QRTYP=811 
QRTYP==82|QRTYP==83 |QRTYP==91 |TENIJRE==1 & 
(QRTYP==41|QRTYP=42|QRTYP==43|QRTYP=51 |QRTYP=61) 
label define NQRTYP 1 "PUBLIC" 2"PRIVATE", modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
* mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER_PP CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT_INC MONTHLYHINC 
\moveD moveCO moveNM 
^Regression 3b - SO:SR 
* Given public 
drop if TENURE�=1 & 
(QRTYP==41|QRTYP==42|QRTYP=43|QRTYP==51 |QRTYP=61)|QRTYP=811 
QRTYP==82|QRTYP==83|QRTYP=91|TENURE==1 & 
(QRTYP=41 |QRTYP=42|QRTYP=43 |QRTYP=51 |QRTYP=61) 
*SO，SR 
ge NQRTYP=1 if QRTYP==1 |QRTYP==2|QRTYP==11 & 
TENIJRE==2|QRTYP=12|QRTYP=21|QRTYP=22|QRTYP==31 & 
TENURE�=1|QRTYP=32 & TENURE�=1 
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replace NQRTYP=2 if QRTYP==11 & TENURE==1 |QRTYP==31 & 
TENURE==1 |QRTYP==32 & TENURE— 
label define NQRTYP 1”SR” 2"S0", modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
•mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER一PP CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT—INC MONTHLYHINC 
moveD moveCO moveNM 
^Regression 3c - PO:PR 
*Given private 
drop if QRTYP==1 |QRTYP==2|QRTYP==11 & 
TENURE==2|QRTYP=12|QRTYP=21|QRTYP=22|QRTYP=31 & 
TENURE�=liQRTYP==32 & TENURE�=1|QRTYP=11 & 
TENURE=1 |QRTYP=31 & TENURE=1 |QRTYP=32 & TENURE=1 
*PO,PR 
ge NQRTYP=1 if TENURE�=1 & 
(QRTYP=41 |QRTYP==42|QRTYP=43 |QRTYP==51 |QRTYP==61)|QRTYP=811 
QRTYP==82|QRTYP==83 |QRTYP==91 
replace NQRTYP=2 if TENURE==1 & 
(QRTYP==41 |QRTYP=42|QRTYP=43|QRTYP=51 |QRTYP=61) 
label define NQRTYP 1"PR" 2"P0", modify 
label values NQRTYP NQRTYP 
* mlogit 
mlogit NQRTYP UHSIZE ELDER_PP CHILD 15 MALE age2534 age3544 age4554 
age5564 SINGLE MARRIED CHINESE sameRW eduPRIM eduHIGHSCH 
eduTECHSCH eduCOLLEGE industME industC industWR industTSC industFIRB 
industCSPS occupMA occupP occupAP occupCL occupSW occupAF occupPM 
occupEO EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER RETIRED RENT—INC MONTHLYHINC 
moveD moveCO moveNM 
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